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DESIGN OF SELF-TESTING CHECKERS FOR 
UNIDIRECTIONAL ERROR DETECTING CODES

Digital self-checking circuits wherein inputs, outputs, and internal states are 
encoded using error detecting codes (EDCs) allow for concurrent error detec
tion of both permanent and temporary internal faults. For many years, it 
has been observed that many faults occurring in VLSI circuits, semiconductor 
memory systems, and optical disks cause unidirectional errors. In this mono
graph, a general approach for designing highly efficient hardware supporting 
the use of unidirectional error detecting codes (UEDCs) in fault-tolerant digital 
systems is presented. Included are the design methods of self-testing check
ers (STCs) for nonsystematic UEDCs codes and both encoders and STCs for 
systematic UEDCs. The nonsystematic codes include the all-UED m-out-of-n 
codes and t-UED Borden codes. The systematic codes include: all-UED Berger 
and equivalent codes, t-UED codes, and burst-UED codes. The basic building 
blocks of all encoders and STCs presented here are parallel counters — which 
are entirely built of full- and half-adders, and multi-output threshold circuits 
— whose the most efficient version can be built using an identical simple cell. 
It is shown that the gate-level STCs proposed for all UEDCs considered here 
can be designed in a uniform way and that they can be made not only less 
complex and/or faster than existing designs but easily-testable as well. They 
also enjoy a highly regular structure composed of gates with low fan-in and 
fan-out, which makes them attractive for VLSI implementation.

‘Technical University of Wroclaw, Institute of Engineering Cybernetics, ul. Wybrzeze 
Wyspiariskiego, 50-370 Wroclaw
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ALU — arithmetic-logic unit
AUEDC — all-unidirectional error detecting code
BUEDC — burst-unidirectional error detecting code
CD — co de-disjoint
CED — concurrent error detection
CLA — carry lookahead adder
CPA — carry-propagate adder
CSA — carry-save adder
EAC — end-around-carry
ECC — error-correcting code
EDC — error-detecting code
FA — full-adder
FS — fault-secure
FT — fault-tolerant
FTC — fault-tolerant computing
HA — half-adder
IF — inverter-free
LSB — least significant bit
MLB code — maximal length Berger code
m/n code — m-out-of-n code (constant-weight code)
mod — modulo
MSB — most significant bit
OSUC — optimal systematic unordered code
PLA — programmable logic array
RAM — random access memory
ROM — read only memory
s/z — stuck-at-z
SC — self-checking
SEC — single-error correcting
SFS — strongly fault-secure
SN — sorting network
ST — self-testing
STC — self-testing checker
TSC — totally self-checking
t-UEDC — /-unidirectional error detecting code
UEDC — unidirectional error detecting code
u-error — unidirectional error
VLSI — very large scale integration
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

b — length of burst error
w — maximum length of burst error detected by a code with

K check bits
(cico) — two outputs of an STC
C — set of codewords
C^r — 2-rail code

— Berger code with I information bits and K check bits
ClN — input code space of a circuit H (Cin C X)
C(n,t) — n-bit t-UED Borden code
Cout — output code space of a circuit H (Cout C Z)
f — fault in a circuit H
F — set of likely faults in a circuit H
Ga() — number of gates in a circuit •
H — combinational circuit with n inputs
I — number of information bits
W — total number of gate inputs in a circuit •
Jx = (xi-i ■ .. so) — information part of a codeword X of a systematic code
K — number of check bits (K = n — I)

— number of gate levels in a circuit •
n — length of codeword
faq) — parallel counter with n inputs and q outputs
Po (pi) — number of Os (Is) in a binary vector
Px = («K-1 • . .«o) — check part of a codeword X of a systematic code
t — multiplicity of unidirectional errors detected by a code
T() — test for a circuit ■

— n-input n-output threshold circuit
rpn — n-variable threshold function with threshold i
x = (sn_i-- •io) — input vector of a circuit H; xn-i (so) is MSB (LSB)
X — input space of a circuit H (set of all 2" input binary

n-tuples)
xe — input non-codeword, i.e. Xe G {X\Cjjv}
z — output space of H (set of all 2s output binary s-tuples)

1. INTRODUCTION

The steady progress in microelectronics technology has made available VLSIcomponents whose complexity is already counted in millions of transistors. However, despite significant improvement of reliability of all elementary components,reflected e.g. by their much lower failure rates, their large number required to build faster and more complex computer systems causes that the problem of fail-



6
ures cannot be ignored. Three types of behavior of a computer system which experiences component malfunctions can be distinguished: (i) it produces wrong data, (ii) it ceases to produce the intended data, or (iii) it does both at the same time. A spectrum of computer applications demanding both enhanced reliability and predictable behavior in case of failures has been growing continuously. The most notable examples are: (1) airline flight control (fly-by-wire), space applications, and real-time control of complex technological processes, that require continuous availability and absolute data integrity; (2) telephone switching networks, for which high availability is crucial; and (3) on-line transaction processing, such as airline reservation systems, banking, credit card verification, wherein data integrity is the overriding concern. In these critical applications, a computer outage during normal functioning may result in financial losses, massive inconvenience or loss of life. It is therefore desirable that the behavior of the computer system experiencing failures of its internal elements should be thoroughly thought over and implemented; e.g. the system should be provided with a special means to detect a failure, so that it can shut down all or part of the system, provide warnings or alarms, and possibly switch in back-up systems. In other words, the general objectives of a dependable computer system are: to prevent damage, to restore operation as quickly as possible, and to enhance required availability. However, modern computers are too sophisticated and failure mechanisms are too complex, so that any ad hoc approaches to design and implementation of a dependable system are infeasible. The only way is systematic implementation of proper dependability techniques at every level of computer architecture: from the lowest circuit-level to the highest system-level. It is therefore not surprising that dependable computing has evolved into a broad discipline that is related to very diverse areas of computer science and engineering, including VLSI logic design, computer organization and architecture, software engineering, and system design, which are supported by analytical and simulation techniques needed to perform validation, verification, and quantitative evaluation of dependability of computer systems.

1.1. Background and Motivation

Dependability is a global concept which subsumes the usual attributes of reliability (continuity of service), availability (readiness of usage), safety (avoidance of catastrophic consequences on the environment), and security (preservation of integrity and confidentiality) [85]. Fault avoidance and fault tolerance are two basic approaches to design of a dependable system. Fault avoidance is aimed at constructing a fault-free system, which can be achieved e.g. by using higher qual
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ity, thoroughly tested components. Fault tolerance is aimed at providing correct functional operation of the system even in the presence of faults whose occurrence is assumed inevitable. (Here we consider physical faults in hardware which accidentally occur within the system during its operation.) The major advantages of fault-tolerant (FT) techniques are a significant improvement in system availability and the feasibility of error-free computation, hence its potentially safer operation.Dependability has been an important attribute since the early highly unreliable computers were constructed in the fifties [108], [109], [114], [7]. Despite continuous progress in manufacturing of digital components and assembling processes, the need for more and more dependable computation have continued until now, although the requirements towards dependability of digital systems changed in time, as the digital systems are expanding both in size and the number and variety of applications. This can be seen from a continuous flow of monographs on designing FT computers (given here in a chronological order of appearance): [210], [135], [181], [164], [171], [207], [78], [177], [159], [73], [165], [170], [189], [182].The expectations towards dependability of many modern digital systems can be extremely high — the systems with availability even as high as 0.9999999 [182] and reliability of 10~9 failures per hour over the 10 hour mission time [159] are considered. That even so high expectations towards dependability of digital systems are not exaggerated, the following crashes of large scale systems caused by hardware faults of control computers which have been reported in the nineties, are bitter reminders.1. Jan. 15, 1990 — the failure of the AT&T long-distance telephone network in the USA which lasted for nine hours [106], [183].2. Feb. 1990 — the crash of a ”fly by wire” Airbus A320 in Bangalore, India [183].3. Sept. 17,1991 — the seven and a half hour outage of the telecommunication network in the New York City [31].4. June 26, 1993 — the thirty hours long failure of the banking card network in France affecting 40% of 21 mln owners of banking cards in France during the whole weekend [88].Many other incidents related to computer system failures were extensively reported in [105].Fault tolerance of a digital system always requires introducing some redundancy into a system. Generally, the types of redundancy are classified as:1. Hardware redundancy;
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2. Software redundancy;3. Information redundancy; and4. Time redundancy.Although this classification is rather conventional as one type of redundancy (which is predominant) usually involves introducing some other types as well, it is still valuable as it indicates the type of redundancy which is prevalent. As an example, consider the information redundancy such as encoding of data with an error-detecting code (EDC) or an error-correcting code (ECC). Basically, it relies on introducing extra bits to any data unit, e.g. by encoding inputs and outputs of all circuits (and internal states—if a circuit is sequential) with EDCs or ECCs. However, it also involves hardware redundancy — in the form of encoders, decoders, extra datapath lines (to transmit) or memory bits (to store) these extra bits, as well as time redundancy — as the encoding and decoding of data may introduce some delay into a system.Fault tolerance may be achieved by fault masking or fault detection followed by recovery. The former—more expensive—provides faster error correction while the latter requires less redundancy. The latter approach, which is of our concern, may involve duplication of a system (or its modules) with comparison and/or using EDCs, providing the circuitry with the possibility of on-line detection of internal faults, and appropriate design of recovery procedures. Since various classes of such circuits can be distinguished, we will use a generic term self

checking (SC) circuits to denote all of them. Self-checking design offers concurrent error detection (CED), i.e. error detection performed in real-time continuously with the system functioning, of both permanent and temporary (both transient and intermittent) faults. This technique supports achieving fault tolerance of a digital system for temporary faults, provided that the sequence of events: error detection, rollback recovery, and operation retry is sucessfully performed. This approach is particularly welcome in many digital systems, when we recall that: (1) nowadays more than 90% of faults which occur during system operation are temporary [182] and they are difficult to detect (if at all) by applying periodic software diagnostic test procedures; and (2) the use of EDCs and implementing circuits as SC is relatively inexpensive. However, it must be pointed out that using EDCs can be economically justified if and only if it results in significantly less overhead than duplication with comparison, which always introduces more than 100% redundancy: one extra module and a comparator. Also, one should not overlook that duplication usually involves significantly less design effort to be implemented than other SC techniques. Another important problem with designing and implementing any FT digital system is the presence of a hardcore, which can be loosely defined as that part of the hardware that must be functioning 
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correctly in order to initiate any diagnostic functions. The probability of hardcore failure can be reduced by using the following techniques: (i) minimizing the amount of hardware in the hardcore, e.g. by implementing circuits as SC or FT; (ii) implementing the hardcore using highly reliable components; and (iii) providing mechanism to facilitate periodic off-line testing the hardcore. A more extensive discussion of the hardcore problem can be found in [78].The following recovery functions are performed within a FT system that uses fault detection and recovery, after a fault occurs. The first step in tolerating a fault is to detect an error produced as a result of it as soon as it is produced, before it propagates through the system. Once the fault is detected, the diagnosis whether the fault is permanent or temporary can be performed, e.g. through rollback and retry. In case of temporary fault, it is likely that the fault will disappear and the system may resume its operation without repair. Otherwise, it is assumed that a fault is permanent and its location up to a replaceable component is necessary for a possible reconfiguration of the system, which then may resume its operation, possibly with degraded performance.The need for the use of coding techniques for providing digital systems with hardware means for on-line verification that the system operates correctly is very apparent from the wealth of applications of digital systems in which error-free computation is one of the key requirements. Once an internal fault occurs in the system, then it is desirable to detect it as quickly as possible. On one hand, the ever growing complexity of VLSI chips with decreasing size of internal devices makes modern digital systems more and more vulnerable to temporary faults. On the other hand, the decreasing price of hardware (relative to the cost of software development) justifies the use of hardware error handling techniques. The industrial experience of respected computer manufacturers such as Tandem Computers and Sun Microsystems proves that relying solely on the high reliability of VLSI integrated circuits and run-time checks to ensure data integrity of general-purpose microprocessor-based systems has become insufficient [61]. It is estimated that on average one out of 10000 personal computers per month experiences data corruption due to internal failures, which go undetected by commonly used traditional techniques of on-line error detection which rely on validity checks, parity control of the datapaths only, and ECCs of memory. It was explicitely pointed out that the densly packed VLSI chips are already so susceptible to intermittent and transient faults, that the minimum of error protection, such as provided by an EDC, of most modules of a digital system becomes mandatory. Therefore, there is a strong motivation to support less expensive techniques of tolerating temporary faults that rely on control flow checking (for an excellent survey, see [190]) by significantly stronger methods such as SC design.A number of different classes of error control codes have been constructed for
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error protection of digital systems [11], [46], [64], [65], [134], [160], [165], [207]. For many years the research of error codes has been motivated primarily by the needs of error-free data transmission [11], [64], [134]. However, since the requirements imposed on error codes used to implement FT computer systems are essentially different, their principal attributes are highlighted now.1. Information is handled in parallel in a computer. This calls for efficient and fast encoding and decoding algorithms.2. Encoding and decoding circuitry introduces extra delay and it should not slow down the system operation significantly.3. Hardware needed for encoding and decoding should be relatively simple compared to hardware of functional circuitry (which performs ’useful’ computation), since it not only increases the overall cost of a system but also the likelihood of a hardware failure (which will however be detected before undetected errors will be spread through a system).4. Anticipated errors vary from one module of a digital system to another. This will require a clever selection of encoding which is most efficient to handle a particular class of errors.5. Application of error codes to protect data which is only transferred from one place to another or is stored is relatively easy. The task becomes generally difficult when information is modified in some way (e.g. addition of two operands with an ALU generates new information—a sum and an overflow signal), since the error code used must be preserved under such operations.6. Encoders and decoders themselves also cannot be assumed to be fault-free, and therefore they also should be implemented as FT circuits.As for the EDCs (which are of our interest), four general classes of EDCs can be distinguished: parity codes, 2-rail and duplication codes, arithmetic codes, and unidirectional EDCs (UEDCs). Basic theory of EDCs and their applications for designing SC circuits can be found in any textbook on FT hardware [73], [78], [159], [164], [165], [182], and [207], whereas the state-of-the-art surveys were given in [96] and [145]. Unfortunately, selection of only one EDC which would be the best suited for a particular digital system, aimed at reducing the overall number of encoders and checkers throughout the system, is infeasible. It is well known that the error codes that are suitable e.g. to protect the bus or the RAM system are not preserved by the arithmetic circuitry, and conversely, error codes that are suitable to protect arithmetic circuitry may be too expensive to be used for the bus and not powerful enough to be used in memory (which generally requires using an ECC). Many other examples of such conflicting requirements can also be 
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given. Overall, error coding used to protect hardware of digital systems does not need to be sophisticated, and yet it should be capable of sufficiently protecting every module of a system at the minimum cost of extra hardware and/or delay.Encoding data using EDCs and realization of circuits as SC may provide varying degree of protection against undetected faults and errors. The most stringent requirement formulated for SC design has been referred to as the totally 
self-checking (TSC) goal [188]:
the first erroneous output resulting from an internal fault of the digital circuit is 

detectable, i.e. it is a non-codeword.This property is desirable in any digital system wherein increased confidence that a system is working correctly is of primary importance, i.e. it is preferable to stop the operation of a system rather than to allow it to produce an incorrect output.The following advantages of TSC circuits are well known:1. Any error caused by both permanent and temporary fault from a well defined class of likely faults is detected.2. Errors are detected immediately after their first occurrence, which precludes the corruption of data in the system.3. The amount of hardware in the hardcore of the computer system can be significantly reduced.4. Recovery time of a system after error detection is significantly shortened, due to automatic fault detection and isolation. In particular, automatic replacement of a faulty module is feasible in a redundant and/or multiprocessor system.5. Repair of a faulty system is facilitated and expedited.6. Diagnostic software of a system can be significantly simplified, since SC design can be seen as a supplementary technique to off-line diagnosis.The Electronic Switching System (ESS) by Bell Labs., built in the sixties, is the first example of a complex digital system for non-military and non-space applications wherein most modules were built as SC for high availability [10], [24], [78], [191], [199]. Many experimental SC processors and complex SC modules, most of which were partially protected by various UEDCs, have been proposed since then: [25], [37], [45], [56], [57], [95], [111], [121], [132], [169], [170], [180], [207], [211], [212], and [213]. Renewed growing interest in practical applications of SC circuits is exemplified by two most recent commercial products: the large 
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mainframe IBM Enterprise System/9000 [184] and the on-board processor by Harris Corp. [63]. The modules of either system are protected against undetected errors by a combination of parity, duplication, residue mod 15, and m/n encodings, depending on the type of a module. Also, there are already known multiprocessor systems composed of up to 100,000 processors which use SC modules to provide for fault-tolerance and reconfiguration, see e.g. [29]. Clearly, the design of SC digital circuits is an important area of fault-tolerant computing (FTC), attractive not only from a theoretical but also from a practical point of view, which has experienced significant growth of interest in the computer industry in recent years.Unfortunately, despite declining cost of hardware and many unquestionable advantages, SC circuits have been rather sparingly used in commercial computers, due to increase of chip area and extra delay, which are regarded too high by most computer manufacturers. Hence, the most important factors which could make SC circuits an economically feasible alternative for implementation of future FT systems are: (1) availability of EDCs with low redundancy but capable of detecting the most likely errors; (2) readily-available and efficient implementation methods of EDCs in digital hardware of any type; and (3) availability of fast and low-cost encoders and checkers.

1.2. The Scope of this Work

A general scheme of the TSC system (given in Fig. 1.1) consists of two types of blocks: a functional circuit that executes some ’useful’ function, and two checkers whose only function in a digital system is to monitor whether the inputs entering and the outputs generated by a functional circuit are correct or not. The checkers are a pure overhead in the system: should there be no faults in the system, no checker would be needed. The first step in implementing a TSC system is to encode input and output data using some EDCs Cin and Cqut, respectively. 
Cin (Cqut) can be seen as a proper subset of all 2" (2s) binary input n-tuples (output s-tuples) selected in such a way that they have some common attribute which is easy to verify, so that every occurence of an input codeword X € Cin and an output codeword Z € Cout is interpreted as correct operation of the system. Every occurence of a non-codeword Xe Cin or Ze 0 Cqut is a symptom of incorrect operation of the system, which should be promptly signaled by the checkers to some external control unit of the system. A special circuit called a 
checker for a code Cin (and Cqut) must be built to determine if the output of the circuit it checks is a codeword or not, by proper setting of its error indication signal. However, the simplest 1-output checker whose output is z whenever a
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Figure 1.1. General scheme of the self-checking system

codeword is present, and ~z when a non-codeword is present, z G {0,1}, contains a hardcore: any internal fault sticking its output at z would never be detected and the checker would loose its checking capabilities. (Note that any internal fault sticking its output at ~z is always detected.) This is one obvious reason that to upgrade the reliability of a checker, it should have at least two outputs encoded in an EDC. Usually, a checker output of (01) or (10) indicates correct operation, whereas (00) or (11) indicates an input error or an internal fault. Additionally, the 2-output checker should be designed and implemented in such a way that no realistic single fault of some set of faults F sticks its output at 
(zz). However, even then the same undesirable effect of checker output stuck at 
(zz) can be caused by the occurrence of the sequence of one latent fault followed by another fault, both from F. A checker implemented as self-testing (ST) for 
F is a circuit wherein the latter problem virtually does not occur, provided that all codewords from Cjn (Cout) occur frequently enough, so that every fault in 
F is detected before another fault from F occurs. To achieve the TSC goal, the functional circuit must be implemented as TSC for a set F of the most likely internal faults. In a TSC circuit, no fault in F can cause an undetectable error in normal operation and all faults in F are tested by incoming codewords from Cin- In the latter case, for some codeword X € Cin a fault causes a non-codeword output Ze Cout, which is detected by the output checker. Therefore, the system from Fig. 1.1 is free of hardcore, provided that there occur no faults other than those for which the functional circuit is TSC and the checkers ST. More formal and detailed presentation of these topics will be given in Section 3. This monograph deals with the design methods of combinational self-testing checkers (STCs) for several classes of UEDCs.A unidirectional error (u-error) is a multiple error such that all erroneous bits are of either 0—>1 or 1—>0 type, but not both at the same time. Unidirectional errors have been observed as the result of power failures [160], the failures in byte-serial memory systems [52], [128], [206], [207], in regular VLSI circuitry 
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such as ROM memory systems [45], [46], [101], [122], [160] and Programmable Logic Arrays (PLAs) [94], [123], [116], [213], in laser compact disks [46], [87], and many other [22], [24], [121], [122], [158], [160], [172]. Unidirectional errors may also occur due to single and multiple unidirectional faults occurring in inverter- 
free (IF) (i.e. using AND and OR gates only) combinational circuits using shared logic [35], [119], [185].The u-errors of any multiplicity are detected by so called unordered codes such as, for example, m/n codes and Berger codes which were proved to be the optimal nonsystematic and systematic unordered codes in [44] and [9], respectively. Many other optimal systematic unordered codes equivalent to Berger codes were defined by Ashjaee and Reddy [5], [6], and Piestrak [151]. However, the data used in a digital system are in many cases organized in bytes and stored, transmitted or transformed by separate units operating on bytes. Therefore, provided that only single hardware failures can occur and are confined to independent units, instead of u-errors of any multiplicity only up to t u-errors are the most likely to occur (t is the byte length). Also, the multiplicity t of the output u-error in certain circuits using shared logic (e.g. a PLA [119]) can be inherently limited by their internal structure. As a result, instead of an unordered code a less redundant (and hence cheaper) t-UEDC can be used. The optimal (nonsystematic) t-UEDCs were proposed by Borden [14]. Systematic t-UEDCs were first proposed by Dong [38], and then improved by Bose and Lin [17] and Jha and Vora [71]. Further savings in the codeword length are possible when a burst error model is assumed. (A burst error of length b means that the erroneous bits are confined to a cluster of b adjacent bits.) Burst unidirectional error detecting codes (BUEDCs) were proposed by Bose [15] and Blaum [12]. Byte unidirectional error detecting codes were proposed by Bose and Lin [15], [18], and by Dunning et al. [40], [41]. Finally, let us mention for completeness about the abundant number of systematic codes capable of correcting d random (symmetric) errors and detecting all or t u-errors (d-EC/AUED and d-EC/t-UED codes) which have also been studied extensively in recent years, see e.g. [13] and [124], but are beyond the scope of this work. Since all the above mentioned codes have in common that they are capable of 
detecting u-errors of a given multiplicity t, henceforth we shall call any of them with a single generic term unidirectional error detecting code (UEDC).Numerous applications of UEDCs to implement SC and FT digital modules, which have been reported continuously throughout years, include:• Microprogram control units: [24], [34], [56], [78], [132], [191], [199], [207], and [211].• Synchronous sequential circuits: [22], [32], [33], [35], [49], [55], [72], [82], [97], [102], [110], [127], [158], [175], [177], [195], [196],
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• Asynchronous sequential circuits: [27], [50], [93], [100], [112], [126], [176], [177].• PLAs: [19], [45], [94], [120], [123], [163], [209], [212] and semiconductor ROMs [46], [101], [160], [213]; and• Arithmetic circuitry: arithmetic-logic units (ALUs) [91], multipliers and dividers [92], and floating-point arithmetic units [89].The growing interest in u-error detecting and correcting codes is confirmed by their first commercial applications recently reported in [46]: in FT 4-Megabit VLSI ROMs for yield improvement and in large area laser compact disks for defect tolerance, both by NTT.Among UEDCs, unordered codes deserve special attention. First, the circuits both combinational [111] and sequential [110] can be easily implemented to achieve the TSC goal, provided that unordered codes are used in all interfaces and all combinational circuitry is realized IF (which is quite natural when unordered codes are used) [93]. Secondly, such classes of self-timed (asynchronous) circuits as speed-independent and delay-insensitive circuits must use unordered codes for data encoding to enforce their correct operation independently of delays (in gates and wires, respectively) and the by-product is that they are also SC for some faults: [4], [201], [202], [203]. The most recent study of these topics we have presented in [156]. Finally, an extremely important practical application of certain m/n codes (called balanced codes) and circuitry supporting their use was revealed recently in [129] and [193], where they were used for noise reduction across VLSI input/output pins.Nonsystematic UEDCs such as m/n codes and Borden codes have in common that checking whether a binary n-tuple X is a codeword can be done by determining the weight of X (i.e. the number of Is in A). Similarly, all systematic UEDCs mentioned above have in common that the check bits which are responsible for providing the code with u-error detecting capabilities are generated on the basis of the weight of the remaining part of a codeword which is: (i) an information part — for a code which is UED only, and (ii) a codeword of some d-EC code — for a code which is d-EC/AUED or d-EC/i-UED. Thus, the availability of the efficient counter of Is (i.e. a circuit that generates the weight of a binary vector) as well as any other combinational circuit that efficiently realizes an arbitrary logic function that depends on the weight of an input vector (e.g. a threshold circuit), is of crucial importance while designing circuitry supporting the use of all UEDCs.To date, there have been several design methods for the STCs for almost all classes of UEDCs which, however, have not taken explicitely into account the common attribute such as the dependence of the checker functions on the weight
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Figure 1.2. Survey of the most important UEDCs and design methods of STCs for these codes

of an input vector. This observation can be derived from the following general survey of the existing design methods for the STCs for UEDCs. Firstly, note that many STCs for m/n codes (m > 1) built using threshold circuits [2], [49], [54], [98], [167], [177], [178], [179], and [204] have used only two realizations of the multioutput threshold circuits: a prohibitively complex (for larger n) two- level version or less complex multilevel cellular version from [168]. Later the so called completely bifurcated threshold circuits were considered in [42], [136], and [137]. All these threshold circuits have the number of gates and gate inputs which is at least O(n2). This happened because the superb performance and testability of the multioutput threshold circuits implemented as sorting networks (SNs) was discovered only recently by the author [143], [148]. Secondly, there have been STCs for various classes of UEDCs using the counters of Is which were built using the so called parallel counters (entirely composed of full-adders (FAs) and half-adders (HAs)) [6], [15], [17], [36], [68], [71], [99], [131], [133]. Only two realizations of parallel counters have been suggested to build encoders and decoders in all the literature on designing FT hardware and on systematic UEDCs with error-correcting properties (including the most recent works [68] and [124]): the basic realization given in [3] and its modification for easy testability suggested in [99]. Both employ a number of carry-propagate adders (CPAs) which introduce unnecessarily large delay. To date, significantly faster and in some cases less complex parallel counters that have been suggested in the voluminous literature on multipliers [26], [43], [76], [104], [192], [208] have clearly been overlooked. Finally, there have been some systematic t-UEDCs for which the STCs have not been constructed yet — see [17] and [71]. For readers’ convenience, the 
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classification of the most important UEDCs that will be considered here and the survey of design methods of STCs for these codes are shown in Fig. 1.2.In this monograph, we aim to present systematic design for combinational STCs for UEDCs. It summarizes and extends the results on related topics that we have presented in several earlier works [136]—[156]. We shall show that the STCs for the most important known UEDCs can be designed by using two essentially different but complementary basic building blocks: a multi-output threshold circuit and a parallel counter. The design procedures will be presented independently of any particular technology of VLSI integrated circuits, since their fast development would easily make any technology-dependent considerations obsolete. Nevertheless, we shall concentrate on those realizations which take into account some attributes which are common for most modern VLSI technologies such as low fan-in and fan-out, repeatability of basic modules, regular structure, and easy testability. In this context, the emphasis will be given on the STCs which offer hardware efficiency and/or small delay.This monograph is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the fault and error models applicable to digital VLSI circuits. Then the basic characteristics of the EDCs are presented. A particular emphasis is on the thorough analysis of error detecting properties of various UEDCs and their definitions.Section 3 contains a systematic presentation of the basic theory of SC combinational circuits. Special attention is given to the properties of STCs and the basic assumptions regarding the fault/error behavior of a SC digital system. It is concluded with the presentation of the so called ’normal checker’ — a universal general structure of an STC suitable for any systematic EDC. Its structure justifies why both the encoders and STCs for systematic EDCs are considered here together: an encoder can be used as an integral part of an STC for the same code.Section 4 presents the detailed survey of various counters of Is which will be used as the basic building blocks in almost all circuits presented here. Two major classes of the counters of Is are presented separately: parallel counters and the multi-output threshold circuits.The next three sections present the design methods of the STCs for nonsys- tematic UEDCs and both encoders and STCs for systematic UEDCs. We have concentrated on the methods which provide the most hardware-efficient and fast circuits. The testability of these circuits is also analyzed in details.Section 5 covers the design of the STCs for selected m/n codes — those which are the most important from a practical point of view. Included are the m/2m and m/(2m + 1) codes (which are the optimal unordered codes as they offer the maximum capacity for a given codeword length n and are capable of detecting u-errors of any multiplicity), the 2/n codes, and the 1/n codes.
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Section 6 presents the design of STCs for nonsystematic Borden codes, which are the optimal t-UEDCs. It is shown that the least complex albeit the fastest STCs can be built on the basis of two multioutput threshold circuits. We have derived the logic functions of an STC for any Borden code expressed in terms of the threshold functions.Section 7 presents the design of both the encoders and the STCs for various classes of UEDCs. For all codes considered in this section, the two versions of both the encoders and the STCs are presented: one version is built on the basis of a parallel counter, whereas the other employs a multioutput threshold circuit. Subsequently are presented the encoders and STCs for: the optimal systematic unordered EDCs (i.e. the Berger codes and some codes equivalent to them), three classes of t-UEDCs, and the optimal BUEDCs. The STCs for two classes of systematic t-UEDCs are the first ever proposed.The monograph is concluded with Section 8 containing summary and applications of the results given here. Also, suggestions for further advancement of the concepts presented here and some related open research problems are discussed.

2. ERROR DETECTING CODES (EDCs)In this section we shall present the basic fault and error models, the main characteristics of EDCs, and the definitions of the most important classes of UEDCs in the order from the most to the least redundant.
2.1. Faults and Errors in Digital Circuits

Here we are concerned exclusively with digital circuits whose incorrect operation can be analyzed on the logic level (i.e. parametric faults such as the change of current drawn by the circuit or a delay fault are excluded). The terminology presented here is based on [85], [165], and [182].
Definition 2.1. A failure occurs in a digital circuit when its behavior deviates 
from the specified behavior, i.e. when it is unable to perform its designed logic 
function.The failures are considered on a physical level of a circuit: e.g. a line shorted to the ground, two lines shorted together, a broken fine, a shorted diode or transistor.
Definition 2.2. A fault is an incorrect logic state of a line of a digital circuit 
resulting from failures of its components.
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The faults are considered at the logical level of abstraction. A given fault may result from various failures. The most commonly used is the stuck-at-z (s/z), 
z € {0,1}, fault model which assumes that the logic value on an input or output line of a circuit is set to z, independently of the binary vector applied to the input of the circuit. There are also several faults which are typical either for a particular technology (e.g. stuck-open and stuck-on faults in CMOS) or for a particular class of circuits (e.g. adjacent line faults and crosspoint faults in PLAs and pattern-sensitive faults in RAMs), but none of them will be considered here.Further classification of faults may include the multiplicity of faults (single and multiple faults) and the time of duration (temporary and permanent faults). Usually, and in this monograph too, it is preliminarily assumed that only single s/z faults occur. This assumption is justified because of two reasons: 1) only single faults are algebraically tractable without excessive computations; and 2) the test sets capable of detecting single s/z faults have been proved to have very high fault coverage of multiple faults as well [1], [80]. However, it will be shown later that most parts of many checkers considered here are tested exhaustively by applying codewords only, and therefore the checkers are actually ST for many multiple combinational faults as well. Temporary faults, which have been predominant in modern digital systems [182], can originate from the external physical environment — transient faults, or can result from internal (with respect to a circuit) causes — intermittent faults. Transient faults are those caused e.g. by power supply fluctuation, electromagnetic perturbations, temperature and humidity variations, air pollution, vibrations, and radiation. Intermittent faults result from the presence of rarely occurring combinations of conditions such as: changes in the parameters of a hardware component (e.g. effect of temperature variation, delay in timing due to parasitic capacitance), loose connections, pattern-sensitive faults in semiconductor RAM, or when a system load goes beyond a certain level. Although temporary faults do not damage the circuits involved, they cause errors which are extremely difficult to detect (due to their temporary nature) unless the CED techniques based on using EDCs and implementing the circuits as SC are used.
Definition 2.3. An error is the occurrence of an incorrect logic state caused by 
a fault within a circuit, which may occur in some other place than a fault site.The errors are considered at the informational level of abstraction and are characterized by the register values. The types of errors which occur in modern memory, logic, and arithmetic VLSI circuits as well as in non-semiconductor memory systems are many and varied. They can be broadly classified as symmetric (single or multiple), multiple unidirectional, and multiple asymmetric errors. In the sequel we refer to the transition 0—>1 as 0-error and 1—>0 as 1-error.
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Definition 2.4. If both 0-errors and 1-errors occur in a received word with equal 
probability then the errors are called symmetric.
Definition 2.5. If both 1-errors and 0-errors can occur in received words, but in 
any particular word all errors are of one type, then they are called unidirectional.
Definition 2.6. If the probability of unidirectional z-errors is extremely small 
compared to unidirectional z-errors, z G {0,1}, the errors are called asymmetric.Symmetric errors are quite common in many digital systems and hence their sources need not be specified here, u-errors have been observed as a result of permanent failures such as: power supply failure, stuck-at faults in shift register memories, faults typical for PLA and ROM, large-area digital compact disks [24], [191], [206], [128], [160], [94], [122], [45], and [46]. They also occur as a result of single (or multiple unidirectional) s/z faults in IF combinational circuits using shared logic. Finally, asymmetric errors occur in optical communication (spurious photons cannot be generated) and as a result of some failures in a class of ROMs [46], [65], [101]. Obviously, the analysis shows that unidirectional or asymmetric errors may occur: in a single line, in a single byte, in a part of the storage area, or as a burst of a particular length. In each case an appropriate code, capable of detecting a particular class of the most likely errors, should be used for protection.Here we are concerened with u-errors only. The u-errors can be classified from the most to the least difficult to detect as follows: a) any multiplicity; b) up to t errors; c) burst errors of length b} and d) byte errors.
Definition 2.7. A burst error of length b is any pattern of errors which is con
fined to a b-bit portion of the word.Let X = (2:31.. .xiXq) be composed of four bytes, i.e. X = (B3B2-B1B0), where 03 = ($31 • • ■ $24), 02 = ($23 •••Ml • -01 = ($15 • • • $s), and Bo = (x7...x0). The examples of three types of u-errors are given in Fig. 2.1

2.2. Basic Properties of EDCs

Let C denote the set of codewords, I — the number of information bits, 
n—the length of the codeword, and K—the number of check bits (K = n — /).The following characteristics of a code are taken into account while selecting an EDC for a particular application:1. Class of errors detected.
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Figure 2.1. Three types of u-errors: Sample codeword (A); 4-unidirectional 0—>1 error 
(i.e. t=4) (B); Burst unidirectional 0—>1 error (i.e. b=ll) (C);

2-byte unidirectional 0—>1 error (in bytes Bi and B3) (D)2. Redundancy of a code, characterized either by the number of redundant bits K, or the rate (or efficiency) of the code — expressed by the ratio W+^)-3. The capacity of the code denoted with |C|, i.e. the number of codewords, given a codeword length n.4. Systematicity and separability of a code: in both a systematic and a sep
arable code the information bits can be distinguished from the check bits. In a separable code, additionally, the information parts and the check parts of the operands can be processed in parallel by a SC functional circuit. Generally, for a given n and a given class of errors, the capacity of a non- systematic code is larger than that of a similar systematic code. However, despite this advantage, nonsystematic codes have found limited applications due to significantly more complex encoding and decoding hardware than their systematic counterparts. In particular, decoding of a systematic codeword relies on neglecting its check part, which is not the case in any nonsystematic code. Nevertheless, there are some notable example applications wherein nonsystematic codes can be used efficiently: the state assignments and input/output encodings of sequential machines and many PLA-based control circuits.5. Speed and complexity of the encoding and checking circuitry.6. Availability of efficient design methods of SC hardware using an EDC. This 
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is not a problem as long as non-transforming modules are concerned, such as memory, a bus, or a multiplexer. However, it can be a serious problem when transforming modules are concerned, e.g. an ALU or a control unit.7. The overall cost of implementing a code in a system which can be measured by:(a) The number of extra inputs and outputs of an integrated circuit or a printed circuit board.(b) The amount of extra hardware required to implement an encoder, a checker, and a functional circuit modification, which can be measured by: the number of extra gates and/or gate inputs (or transistors), or by the amount of extra chip area.(c) The extra delay caused by necessity of using an encoder and a checker, as well as due to the functional circuit modifications.

2.3. Unordered Codes

The partial ordering on the binary n-tuples is defined as
X < Y iff Xi < yi for all i.For example, (1,0,0,1) < (1,1,0,1) and (1,0,0,1) (0,1,0,1).

Definition 2.8. Let X and Y be two binary n-tuples. We say that X covers Y 
(written Y < X) if and only if X has Is everywhere Y has is. If neither Y < X 
nor X <Y, then we say X and Y are unordered (written X (jLY).In later discussions the relation < will be used whenever Y < X and Y / X.

Definition 2.9. A set of binary n-tuples C is called unordered code if for every 
X,Y EC, X /Y implies X <£Y.Thus, an unordered code is one in which no codeword covers some other codeword. In [185] it was shown that a code C is able to detect all u-errors if and only if it is unordered.

2.3.1. Nonsystematic m/n Codes

Definition 2.10. An m-out-of-n code (m/n code, constant-weight code/ is one 
in which all valid codewords have exactly m Is and n — m 0s.
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The set of all m/n codewords will be denoted with Cm/n and its capacity equals to |Cm/n| = (£J. The [n/2j/n code is the optimal unordered code [44], in the sense that there is no other unordered code of codeword length n which has more codewords than the |n/2j/n code.

2.3.2. Systematic Unordered Codes

Definition 2.11. The optimal systematic unordered code (OSUC) is one which 
uses the fewest number of redundant check bits.The optimal systematic unordered code was first defined by Berger [9].
Definition 2.12. The Berger code is a systematic code wherein the K 
check bits Px are the binary representation of the count of the I information bits 
Jx which are Os, where K = flog2(/ + 1)]. (An alternative equivalent Berger 
code has the check part Px defined as the bit-by-bit complemented number of Is 
in the information part Jx •)

Definition 2.13. [5] A Maximal Length Berger (MLB) code Cmlb(K) 15 one 
for which K = log2(I4-1), i-e. I = 2K — 1.Henceforth we shall use the following concept of concatenated codes introduced in [185], which differs from the concatenated codes known from coding theory [134].
Definition 2.14. The concatenation of a vertex U with u coordinates and a ver
tex V with v coordinates is a vertex W = UV with u + v coordinates whose first u 
coordinates are identical to those in U, and whose last v coordinates are identical 
to the coordinates in V.

Definition 2.15. The concatenation of two codes Cu and Cv of capacity |Cu\ 
and |Cy|, respectively, is a code Cw — Cu x Cv of capacity |Cw| = |CV| • |Cy| 
which is formed by concatenating each vertex in Cu with every vertex in Cv-

Definition 2.16. A code C of length n is called equivalent to Berger code C^tKy 
if and only if n = I + K, it is systematic, unordered, and has the same number 
of codewords as C^j^)-The codes equivalent to Berger codes were derived by Ashjaee and Reddy [5], [6], and recently by us [151], whereas some other non-optimal unordered systematic and nonsystematic codes can be constructed according to Mak [94] 



24and Smith [186]. The modified Berger codes from [5] are defined for I = 2^-1 (only) as the concatenation Cmlb(k-i) x Ci/2> where two bits of a 1/2 codeword represent xo — the least significant bit (LSB) of the information part, and ck-i — the most significant bit (MSB) of the check part. The codes from [6] and [151], which can be constructed for any I > 4 and for many I > 6 (but not all), respectively, have the property that all 2K check parts are used (unlike in Berger codes with I 2A — 1). This property allows to speed up one part of an STC for this code — an output STC for A-pair 2-rail code (see Subsection 3.4). However, the codes from [151] also have the closure property, which is necessary to build a PLA-based STC and also allows one to build an IF STC for this code.Finally, we should mention one important class of systematic unordered codes — the 2-rail codes.
Definition 2.17. A K-pair 2-rail code is one which uses K check bits which are 
the bit-by-bit complements of the I = K information bits.A A-pair 2-rail code is nothing else but a special case of an incomplete K/2K code with only 2A out of (2^) all codewords used. It is the most redundant unordered EDC (100% redundancy), but its main advantage is that the TSC circuits using 2-rail code are generally easy to implement in hardware. Here, 2-rail codes are important, since an STC for various systematic EDCs C can be easily constructed by translating C into a 2-rail code [6], [207]. The most prominent example is the well known normal checker (shown here later in Fig. 3.1) which is conceptually the simplest structure that can be used to implement an STC for any systematic code. The topic of designing STCs for specific incomplete UEDCs is not considered in this paper. For more details, an interested reader may refer to [30], [152], [153], [194] — about the STCs for incomplete m/n codes, and to [151] — about the STCs for incomplete OSUCs.

2.4. Other Unidirectional EDCs (UEDCs)

2.4.1. t-UED CodesThe data used in a digital system are in many cases organized in bytes and stored, transmitted or transformed by separate units operating on bytes. Therefore, provided that only single hardware failures can occur and are confined to independent units, instead of u-errors of any multiplicity only up to t u-errors are the most likely to occur (t is the byte length). Also, errors caused by single faults in IF combinational circuits with shared circuitry may cause output u-errors of a limited multiplicity — up to some t,whose value depends on the maximum of 
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outputs which, depend on signal on some line of the circuit, e.g. PLAs [19]. As a result, in all the above cases a less redundant (and hence cheaper) t-UEDC can be used instead of an unordered code.Let n denote the codeword length and t the multiplicity of u-errors detected by a code.
Definition 2.18. A binary code C of codeword length n is called t-unidirectional EDC (t-UEDC) if no set of t u-errors can transform a codeword into another 
codeword.

A. Borden t-UEDCs

Definition 2.19. A Borden code C(n,t) is a code which is the union of all m/n 
codes whose weight is congruent to [n/2j mod (t+ 1), i.e.

C(n,f)= |J Cm/n. (2.1)
m=[n/2j mod (t+1)The nonsystematic code C(n,t) was defined by Borden [14] and shown to be the optimal t-UEDC. Its capacity is given by|C(n,i)|= 2 (&). (2.2)

m=[n/2j mod (t+1)In particular, it was shown [14] that\C(n 2)i _ / (2” + 2)/3 for even n, | (2n + l)/3 for odd n;and
- I + 2(n~2)/2 f°TeVeUn, (9A\|C(n,3)| - 2n_2 + 2(n_3)/2 foroddn> (2-4)The C(n,t) code allows for any t from the interval 1 < t < [n/2]. Two extreme cases of the C(n,t) code are: (i) for t=l — the parity code which is systematic, unlike any other Borden code, and (ii) for n = 2t — the constant-weight t/2t code, which are optimal codes capable of detecting all single errors and all tt-errors, respectively. (Note that three classes of codes, usually considered separately, can be defined in this simple uniform way.)

B. Systematic t-UEDCsSystematic t-UEDCs were first proposed by Dong [38], and then the optimal t- UEDCs were given by Bose and Lin [17] and Jha and Vora [71]. In the Bose-Lin 
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codes t is fixed for a given K, whereas in the Jha-Vora codes t also depends on I. As a result, for K > 5 the Jha-Vora codes are capable of detecting more u-errors for some I. Note however that any t-UEDC has fewer check bits K (i.e. it is less redundant) than a Berger code (which is the optimal AUEDC) for I >2K only.Let po (pi) denote the number of Os (Is) in the /-bit input vector. Two following codes were given by Bose and Lin.

Bose-Lin Code 1(i) K € {2,3}: J — po mod 2K. The code detects t = K u-errors.
(ii) K > 4: let J1 = p0 mod 2^-1 = (?k-2 • • • 7i?o) be the tentative check part. From J' the final check part J = (s^-i • • . Si^o) is derived, where 

sk-1 = qK-2, $K-2 = QK-2i and sj = qj f°r any other j. Now the code detects up to t = 2K~2 + K — 2 u-errors.Code 1 is optimal systematic MJEDC for K = 2, 3, and 6 when it is capable of detecting t = 2, 3, and 6 u-errors, respectively.
Bose-Lin Code 2 (for K > 5 only)First, J1 = p0 mod (3 • 2^-3) = {qk-2, • ••, qi, Qo} is formed. Then, three MSBs (qK-2qK-3qx-4) which are (000), ..., (101) are mapped one-to-one into 

sK-4) as six 2-out-of-4 codewords. The final check part J ={sk-i ..., si, so} consists of the latter four bits as MSBs and unchanged K — 4 LSBs from J'. Code 2 detects up to t < 5 • 2^~4 + K — 4 u-errors, i.e. t is larger than for Code 1.
Jha-Vora CodesThe Jha-Vora codes are capable of detecting more w-errors than the Bose-Lin codes with the same K for 2K < I < k • 2K, where k < 1.45 and it varies with I and K (see Table 2 in [71]). They have a rather sophisticated structure of check parts assignment, which can be done by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2.1.1. Let K = [log2 /J. Set I = I — 2K + 1.2. Derive the set S(K) = and arrange the binary A-tupleswithin S(K) according to their decreasing decimal value. The i-th word of an ordered set S(K) is denoted with Ci{K\ 1 < i < I.
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2^1-1 • • • ^7-h(K) ^K-l xI-b(K)-l-“XI-2b(K) sK-2

SP xb(K)-l • • • $0 ^p-1 • • • «0

Figure 2.2. Codeword format of a Blaum’s BUEDC

3. Derive the sets B^K) = A{(K) \ {Ai(K) D {U*_,+1 A,(#)}}, 1 < i < I - 1, and B^K) = A^K), where Ai(K) = {X | X € S(K) and X < Ci(K)} and 
At+1(K) = 0.4. Derive the set Y = {X | X G {0,1}^ and X G u{_1A,(A')}, wherein all IT-tuples are ordered according to their decreasing decimal value.5. Derive a sequence Z of check parts Y, C\{K\ Bi(K), C2(K), Bi^K),..., 
Ci(K), B([K) which are to be assigned successively to subsets of information parts of weights I, I - 1,..., 0.
Note: If two or more sets have common elements, the sequence includes each instance of the common elements.6. Find the maximum multiplicity of u-errors detected by this code

t = min,)i<1<;{p2(C',(K)) - p^C^K}) - 1},where p1(C't(/f)) and p2(Ci(^)) denote the numbers of positions in which 
Ci(K) occurs. □For more details on Jha-Vora codes, an interested reader may refer to [71].

2. 4.2. Burst-UED Codes (BUEDCs)Faults in certain semiconductor memory systems tend to produce bursts of u-errors. Hence, codes capable of detecting bursts of a certain length using a minimum number of check bits are important, since further savings in the codeword length are possible (compared to both unordered codes and t-UEDCs).To date, no nonsystematic burst UEDCs (BUEDCs) have been proposed. The optimal systematic BUEDCs were first proposed by Bose [15] and then improved by Blaum [12]. Given a sufficiently large number of information bits I, let b(K) denote the maximum length of a burst that a systematic BUEDC can detect with 
K check bits. The Bose BUEDCs have b(K) = 2^-1. The Blaum codes were shown more effective than t-UEDCs for K > 3 and I > 2\ Compared to Bose BUEDCs, the Blaum codes are: (i) equivalent for K G {2,3}, since they also have 
b(K) = 2K-1, and (ii) more efficient for K > 4, since they have b(K) > 2K-1: 
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for instance, 6(4) = 9 > 8, 6(5) = 19 > 16, and 6(6) = 41 > 32. Hence we shall concentrate on the more efficient Blaum codes.Check part assignment for the Blaum codes is easy for a given K. Suppose that check parts are assigned to the groups of information /-tuples with 0, 1, ..., and I Is. The check parts, which are assigned subsequently and cyclically to these ordered groups, are the following: the all-ls A-tuple, K A-tuples of weight 
K — 1 ordered increasingly according to their decimal values, (y^) /^-tuples of weight K — 2 etc., etc., the all-Os K-tuple which is followed again by the all-ls A-tuple, etc. Obviously, the sequence of check parts eventually repeats for every subsequent sequence of 2K groups. An example of this encoding is given in the third column of Table 7.5 for K = 3 and any / > 8. The bits in a codeword X of a Blaum BUEDC are arranged as shown in Fig. 2.2, where Jx = (z/-i • • -Si^o) and Px = • - .siso)-

3. SELF-CHECKING CIRCUITS

Any digital system is exposed to internal failures which occur during normal functioning in its elementary modules and thus may produce incorrect results. Any logic circuit which is part of such a system can generate incorrect outputs due to two major causes: its internal faults and/or input errors generated by some other circuit in a system that feeds a given one. We have already seen that encoding inputs and outputs of a circuit (and internal states—if it is sequential) with some EDCs Cjn and Cqut is a necessary means to implement it as SC. In this section we shall present various classes of SC circuits, depending on the degree of protection they offer against the most likely internal faults and input errors.Prior to analysing the correctness of the output generated by a digital circuit with internal faults or input errors, we introduce the following notation. (This notation and concepts applies to a functional circuit and a checker as well.)H — a combinational circuitX — an input space of H (the set of all 2n input binary n-tuples);Z — an output space of H (the set of all 2s output binary s-tuples);
Cin — an input code space of H, Cjn C X;
Cour — an output code space of H, Cqut C Z;
X = (xn-i • • • £i$o) — input vector of H; <cn_i and zq are the MSB and the LSB, respectively;
Z = (zs-i • • • z\zo) — output vector of H;
X, Z — an input and output vector, respectively;
Xe — an input non-codeword;
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F — the set of likely faults in H;/ — a fault in H;
Z = H(X} — a formal notation for: H maps input X to output Z when no fault is present in H;
Z = H(X, f} — a formal notation for: H maps input X to output Z when a fault / is present in H.

3.1. Self-Checking Circuits with Internal FaultsA circuit H with an internal fault / can generate three types of output:1. H(X,f) = H(X}—a correct output is generated for X despite a fault /; we say that the fault f is masked for an input X.2. H(X,f) / H(X) and H(X,f) Cout—an incorrect detectable output (a non-codeword output) is generated for X as a result of /; we say that the 
fault f is detected by X.3. H(X,f) H(X} and H(X,f) G Cout—an incorrect output codeword is generated for X as a result of /; we say that the fault f causes undetectable 
output error, in a sense that an error cannot be detected just by observing whether H(X,f) is in Cout or not, which is the case in most SC circuits.Apparently, the circuit H achieves the TSC goal when only the first two cases occur, for every fault from some well-defined set of likely faults F. The most often it is assumed that F is a set of all single s/z faults, z G {0,1}. However, there are several special classes of SC circuits which allow for extension of F with various classes of multiple faults (provided that a faulty circuit remains combinational). For instance, F can include: (i) any multiple fault in a single slice of a bit-sliced circuit protected by parity, (ii) any multiple unidirectional fault in an IF circuit using unordered code, (iii) any multiple fault in a circuit that is tested exhaustively during normal functioning. In this monograph, any possibility of extending F to include certain multiple faults will be mentioned, whenever applicable.The class of circuits that achieve the TSC goal is formally defined in the following way.

Definition 3.1. [2] A circuit H is fault-secure (FS) for a set of faults F, if for 
every fault f in F, it never produces an incorrect codeword at the output for a 
codeword at the input, i.e.

(if e F) (iX e Cin) (H(X, f) = H(X)) or (H(X, f) 0 Cout) •
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However, the FS property guarantees only that H does not generate incorrect outputs for faults from F. Hence, another additional property is needed to guarantee that faults from F do not gather undetected inside a circuit H, so that H may loose its FS property due to undetected multiple faults (which are not in F anymore).
Definition 3.2. [20] A circuit H is self-testing (ST) for a set of faults F, if for 
every fault f in F, it produces a non-code space output for at least one code space 
input, i.e. (V/ G F) (3X G CIN I H(X,f) 0 Cout) •

Definition 3.3. [2] A circuit H is totally self-checking (TSC) for a set of faults 
F, if it is both FS and ST for F.A functional circuit that is TSC for F guarantees its correct operation in the presence of internal faults, provided that each fault f is detected before another fault occurs. Designing TSC functional circuits is desirable, since the TSC property is very strong. Unfortunately, this property can be very difficult to achieve (if at all) in practical circuits and also a TSC realization of a functional circuit may be very costly compared to its non-TSC realization. The survey of design methods of TSC functional circuits using various EDCs can be found e.g. in [145], [159], [207]. To ease the design requirements, the following class of SC functional circuits was introduced, which achieve the TSC goal despite certain undetected internal faults.
Definition 3.4. [188] A circuit H is strongly fault-secure (SFS) for a set of 
faults F, if for every fault f in F, it is either TSC or it preserves the FS property 
while f is present.The SFS circuits are the largest class of functional circuits with internal faults that meet the TSC goal. However, any SFS circuit can be converted into a TSC circuit by removing redundant gates or lines. Hence, the TSC functional circuits are a class of SC circuits which is most frequently considered in the literature however. Moreover, they are better suited for a formal rigorous verification of their FS and ST properties than all other SC circuits.The construction of complex TSC systems, built using TSC modules as in Fig. 1.1, was considered in [111], [117], [187], and [207]. These works present some important general theoretical results regarding the proper and optimal placement of the checkers in a complex SC digital system, which guarantee that the TSC goal is achieved on a system level in the most efficient way. Of particular concern is 
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that all the error signals generated by the STCs are properly handled to monitor the correctness of the system operation [117]. Several implementations of complex SC modules and systems, using a variety of EDCs in each system, have been studied in [25], [37], [111], [121], [132], [169], [184], [207], and [213].

3.2. Self-Checking Circuits with Input ErrorsDenote by Xe an input non-codeword resulting from errors in an input codeword X. The circuit H with an input error Xe can react in three different ways:1. H(Xe) = H(X}—a correct output is generated for Xe despite input errors; we say that the circuit H masks an input error (or an input error is corrected 
by H).2. H(Xe) H(X) and H(Xe) Cqut—an incorrect detectable output (anon-codeword) is generated for Xe; we say that an input error Xe is detected 
(propagated) by H.3. H(Xe) H(X) and H(Xe) 6 Cqut—an incorrect undetectable output (an incorrect output codeword) is generated for Xe (or Xe causes an un
detectable output error).The qualification of the correct/incorrect behavior of the circuit H with input errors depends on the function performed by H. If H is a functional circuit, the first two cases are acceptable since no undetected output error is produced in either case. However, if H is a checker, i.e. H is used to signal the errors generated by a functional circuit, then only the case 2) is acceptable, since H should signal every occurrence of a non-codeword on its input. Otherwise (case 1), latent permanent faults may accumulate inside the system and deny its SC behavior for some faults from F. When an input non-codeword occurs, then a checker should signal its occurrence by generating a non-codeword output, although it is immaterial which of the error signals is actually generated. Also, when a checker is faulty and a given non-codeword cannot produce a non-codeword output (due to a fault), then it is immaterial what output codeword is produced (i.e. correct or not). This is the reason why the FS property, which is a must in TSC functional circuits, is not required for checkers.Similarly as for internal faults, depending on how a circuit behaves in the presence of input errors, the following classes of circuits were defined.

Definition 3.5. [2] A circuit H is code-disjoint (CD) if it maps codewords at 
the inputs to codewords at the outputs and non-codewords at the inputs to non
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codewords at the outputs, i.e.

(MX G Cin) (H(X) G Cout) and (VXe g Cin) (H(Xe) £ Cout) •Let Ein denote the set of non-codewords which can occur on the inputs of H as the result of the most likely faults in the circuitry that feeds H.
Definition 3.6. [Ill] The circuit H is error-propagating (EP) for Ein 
CD with input non-codewords limited to Ein only.The EP property is justified when the occurrence of some input non-codewords is unlikely. It allows for relaxation of some requirements imposed on the circuit, provided that Ein is a proper subset of all input non-codewords; otherwise, the EP circuit is nothing else but a CD circuit. Actually, despite that it was not stated explicitly, many checkers for various codes which have been proposed in the literature and that were called CD, are in fact not strictly CD but EP only (see e.g. [2], [98], [137], [167]), as are some STCs for m/n codes with n 2m presented here in Section 5. For instance, consider an STC for an incomplete 
m/n code. A strictly CD checker would have to signal an input error whenever any of unused m/n codewords occurs (basically, they should be treated as noncodewords). However, these unused m/n codewords cannot occur as long as the assumed w-error model remains valid, since they might occur as a result of multiple bidirectional errors only, which are assumed unlikely. Similar reasoning applies to any other incomplete unordered code as well.
Definition 3.7. [Ill] A circuit H is error-secure (ES) for a set of input errors 
Pin if: (i) H maps any input codeword into an output codeword and (ii) either 
H maps any input non-codeword into an output non-codeword or H generates a 
correct output codeword which would occur if there were no input errors.The ES property is useful for functional circuits only, as it relaxes rather demanding requirements stipulated by the CD property, but it allows us to preserve correct operation of a circuit. Obviously, the ES property is inacceptable for a checker, as it would fail to signal some errors.We also note for completeness, that the strongly code-disjoint (SCD) circuits were announced [118] as the largest class of CD circuits (including checkers) that meet the TSC goal, since they preserve the CD property even in the presence of undetected internal faults from F. However, no SCD circuit considered at the gate level with undetected s/z faults which change the logic function realized by a circuit has been reported yet. In fact, the non-trivial SCD circuits are only known for undetected internal faults considered on the transistor and layout level. That is why we concentrate here on the CD circuits only.
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3.3. Self-Testing Checker (STC)

Definition 3.8. [2] A self-testing checker (STC) for a code C and the set of 
faults F is a circuit H that is CD for C and ST for F.Similarly to most STCs considered in the literature, we assume that an STC is a two-output circuit with code outputs (cico) 6 {(01), (10)}. Therefore the occurrence of a (00) or (11) on the checker output signals detection of an input error or an internal fault in the checker itself. Obviously, a system must initiate further diagnosis to identify the cause of this error signal.Here we make typical assumptions regarding the fault/error behavior of an SC circuit, which are necessary to allow for a reasonably complex algebraic analysis of faults and errors in circuits being designed.
(Al) Only faults from the set F occur.
(A2) Faults occur one at a time.
(A3) After the occurrence of a fault f in the circuit H, a sufficient time elapses during which some codeword from Cin is applied, which is a test for f and which produces a noncode output before a new fault occurs in H.(A4) Errors and faults are not present at the same time.An STC is designed in such a way that it guarantees that any fault from F (usually single faults) can be detected by producing the (00) or (11) output for some input codeword. However, in reality, even the checker designed as ST may still contain a small hardcore portion — when the assumption regarding F does not hold in real world. For instance, the double fault c-J z and Cq/"z, z € {0,1}, at the checker output could prevent the checker from signalling any input errors thereafter. A subsequent fault in the functional circuit (see Fig. 1.1) and the corresponding error could go unnoticed. Hence, the periodic off-line testing of a small portion of the checking hardware is essential to guarantee reliable operation of these circuits. In the worst case, the hardcore of an STC is limited to its two output lines. Similar considerations apply for the system-level checker that handles error signals provided by separate checkers spread throughout the system.As is customary, we shall consider the following characteristics of the STCs:1. The number of gates Ga() and the total number of gate inputs In(-)—as measures of checker complexity;2. The number of gate levels L(-)—as a measure of checker speed; and3. The number of tests |T(•)| to detect all single s/z faults, z = {0,1}, required —as a measure of checker testability.
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Figure 3.1. Structure of a normal STC for any systematic codeThe number of tests needed to test an STC is important for three reasons:• An error signal generated by the checker signals the occurrence of either an input error or a fault in the checker itself. The fewer test patterns are needed to detect the most likely faults in an STC, the easier is the diagnosis of the cause of error signal.• It is quite common that only a subset of codewords is actually used when a checker is embedded in a system. Therefore a checker which is testable by a small test set can still be suitable to monitor a circuit that generates only a subset of all codewords, provided that they include all tests necessary for the checker. The more so that the minimal test set for some checkers is not unique.• The validity of the assumptions (A3) and (A4) can be objectionable in some real world applications, when the fault latency is very large (fault latency is the length of time between the occurrence of a fault and the appearance of an error due to that fault). As an example, consider an STC for a systematic code with I = 32 information bits, assuming that all 232 inputs are equally likely to occur. Any fault which is tested by exactly 1 out of 232 inputs has an extremely large fault latency. As a result, the checker (which is formally ST) turns out to have internal faults which are virtually untestable during normal functioning. Nevertheless, these assumptions become more realistic if a checker is easily-testable, since fewer tests may fully exercise the checker in shorter periods of time.The STCs for nonsystematic m/n and Borden codes may have various internal structures, hence they will be detailed in suitable sections. On the other hand, most known checkers for systematic codes (except e.g. those from [5], [141], [142], [151], [166]) have a more uniform structure. A general structure for an STC for 
any systematic code, shown in Fig. 3.1, was suggested in [6] and [207] and will 
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be called a normal checker. The circuit Ai is an encoder with complemented outputs — a combinational circuit that reencodes I information bits J to obtain 
K complemented check bits P* for J. Under fault-free conditions P* is equal to 
P. Then the circuit N2, an STC for the A-pair two-rail code, checks whether the two input A-tuples (P and P*) are bit-by-bit complements of each other. Let’s point out that the structure of the normal checker explains why we shall consider in Section 7 the STCs for systematic UEDCs along with encoders.To be ST, a normal checker must use:1. An irredundant encoder with complemented outputs Ai; and2. The comparator N2 — an STC for the A-pair 2-rail code — which is sufficiently exercised by the 2-rail vectors that occur on its input.The condition 1 is sufficient, provided that all 21 codewords are used. If this rather difficult to meet assumption holds, then the fault model assumed for Ni is not very important here as long as the faulty circuit remains combinational, since Ai is tested exhaustively during normal functioning. On the other hand, if the circuit A2 (a 2-rail checker) is implemented as IF, it is ST for any multiple unidirectional s/z fault, z € {0,1} (see Lemma 3 in [185]).Basically, the circuit A2 can be designed by using one of the many methods described e.g. in [68], [74], [99], [107], [155], and [207]. The fastest (if one ignores increased delay due to large fan-in and fan-out) two-level circuit A2 can be used in the STCs only for systematic codes which are complete, i.e. use all 2K check bits combinations. An STC for any incomplete code must use a multi-level easily- testable implementation of the circuit A2. The least amount of hardware requires the A-pair 2-rail STC built of (A — 1) 2-pair 2-rail STC modules arranged in a tree form with [fog2 A) module levels or as an iterative network with A — 1 levels. The minimal test set for this 2-rail checker consists of only four 2-rail codewords. The 2-pair 2-rail STC, first defined in [20], implements the pair of functions:ci = sosi + toil co = -soti + s^o, where to = sq and ti = si in error-free conditions. It requires all four codewords (s^otito) = {(0011), (0110), (1001), (1100)} as tests.The universal STC for an incomplete A-pair 2-rail code, applicable in a normal STC for most systematic EDCs was proposed in [99]. (The only exception is any code using exactly 2A -1 + 1 check parts corresponding to subsequent decimals 0 < r < 2^-1, such as a Berger code with I = 2K~1.) An improved universal STC for an incomplete A-pair 2-rail code with 2^-1 + 4 < |C2rI < 
we have described recently in [155] (|C2r| denotes the capacity of an incomplete
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<cicJ

Figure 3.2. Internal structure of the universal STC for an incomplete 
K-pair 2-rail code with at least 2K-1+2 codewords2-rail code). It can be implemented as shown in Fig. 3.2. The principal difference compared to [99] is that the block W1 may have AT > 2 pairs of inputs, which may reduce the number of gate levels in the whole checker. The actual value of Al depends directly on |C2r| according to the inequalities:2k-x + a < |C2r| < 2k, where 2J < a < 2A 1 — 1 and j > 1. (3.1)Thus, the main problem in designing an STC for many systematic UEDC is how to construct an encoder with complemented outputs Ni. This topic will be elaborated in general terms in the next section and in more details in Section 7.

4. COUNTERS OF Is

As it was pointed out in the Introduction, checking whether a binary n-tuple A" is a codeword of some UEDC involves generating the weight of X in one form or another. Checking can be as simple as generating a shear weight of the check part — as for Berger codes, but for all other UEDCs it involves finding a nontrivial function of weight. It is therefore natural that the STCs (and encoders in case of systematic codes) employ counters of Is. In this section we shall study the design principles of counters of Is, realized by employing two essentially different 
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design concepts. One is a circuit generally built on the basis of carry-save adders (CSAs) consisting of FA and HA cells, that will be called henceforth a parallel 
counter. The other is a counter of Is built using a multi-output threshold circuit 
Tn, that will be referred to a Tn-based counter of Is. On the basis of these two design concepts, several variations of the STCs (and encoders — in case of systematic codes) needed by specific codes will be derived in sections that follow.

4.1. Parallel Counters

4.1.1. Design and ComplexityParallel counters were introduced by Wallace [208] and Dadda [26] for applications in fast multipliers. In fact, all important results on parallel counters appeared in the literature on computer arithmetic (in particular on multipliers and multioperand adders) and, quite surprisingly, none of them have been noticed by the researchers working on FT hardware, cf. [13], [99], etc.
Definition 4.1. A parallel (n; q) counter is a combinational network with q out
puts and n < 2? — 1 inputs, where the binary number represented by the q outputs 
is the number of Is present at the inputs; obviously, q = flog2(n + 1)] •Under the name carry showers Foster and Stockton [43] described a method for designing large parallel counters built of FAs, i.e. (3;2) counters. Then this method was generalized by Swartzlander [192] and Kobayashi and Ohara [76] to build large parallel counters from smaller ones. Despite all these results, all works on FT hardware and, in particular, on designing STCs for UEDCs — [15], [17], [67], [68], and d-EC/UEDCs — [13], [124], use slightly less efficient parallel counters only from [99] (an easily-testable version of those from [3]).Now we shall concentrate on the parallel counters from [76] built of FAs, which are not only the fastest but are also optimal in terms of hardware. The parallel (n; q) counter is built of FA(n;q) = n — q FAs and 0 < HA^q) < q HAs, where HA(n; q) = 0 if and only if a counter is saturated, i.e., for n = 29 — 1. Let Stp(n-,q) be the total delay time of an n-input parallel counter built as a network of FAs and HAs, measured in △, where △ (|A) is the delay introduced by an FA (HA). The lower-bound [76] and the upper-bound [192] on Stp(n;q) are given byRog3(n)] + [log2(n + 1)] - 2 < StP(n;q) < 2[log2(n)J - 1. (4.1)To make possible the exact computation of delay, Table 4.1 provides the exact number of stages Stp(n; q) on a FA tree that processes n input bits, that we have
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Table 4.1. The exact number of stages Stp(n;q) 

on a FA tree that processes n input bits

n
Stages [A]

Optimal [99]
24-3 1 1
44-7 3 3

•I* 
Q
O 4 5

104-15 5 5
164-27 6 7
284-31 7 7
324-55 8 9
564-63 9 9

644-127 10 11
1284-135 11 13
1364-255 12 13

derived for most n of practical value. Either version of a parallel counter uses 
n - q FAs, but those from [99] usually use a few more HAs. The boxes indicate 
n for which the optimal counters are faster than those from [99].Further details on implementing large parallel counters using smaller ones (such as (7;3) and (15;4)) can be found in [76]. For instance, the parallel (127;7) counter can be built in seven stages of a total of 31 parallel (7;3) counters. The latter can be realized in three ways: (i) with 26 FAs; (ii) with a single 128 X 3 ROM; and (iii) as a gate level circuit from [104], which was shown slightly faster and less complex than that using FAs.
Example 4.1. The logic scheme of the optimal parallel (9;J) counter is given in 
Fig. 4.1(A). The weights of all signals entering and leaving the cells are marked. 
To save space, a shorthand notation, such as shown in Fig. J. 1(B), will be used 
for other parallel counters as well. □

In a general case, the n-input parallel counter of Is can be described by using the table (such as in Fig. 4.1(B)) with q = [log2(n+ 1)] columns marked with 
Gj, j G {0,1,..., q — 1). The entry in the column Gj denotes either how many bits of a given weight 27 are present at a given stage of computation, or what modules operate on the bits of weight 2J.
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Figure 4.1. Optimal parallel (9;4) counter: Interconnection scheme (A); Shorthand notation (B)
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4.1.2. Testing of the Parallel CounterThe test set sufficient to detect all multiple faults affecting a single cell (FA or HA) of a parallel (n; 5) counter built as a Wallace tree can be derived by using the heuristic procedure proposed in [21]. Its size equals to 8 for n = 2’ — 1 (saturated parallel counters) and is upper-bounded by 8(g — 1) for other n. However, as the examples below show, the minimal test set can be significantly smaller than 8(q — 1). The only systematic procedure of generating the minimal test set has been proposed for both saturated and nonsaturated parallel counters designed for easy testability according to the method proposed in [99]. One limitation of the design method from [99] is that it generates a unique realization of a parallel counter for a given n which is not optimal. In contrast, the FAs and HAs in optimal parallel counters can be interconnected in many ways and therefore the minimal test set must be derived for a particular scheme. Derivation of interconnections between FAs and HAs of the optimal parallel counter which requires the fewest number of tests, as far as we know, remains an open problem. In [67] it was shown that the differential cascode voltage switch (DCVS) logic implementations of the schemes from [99] are testable for many classes of faults typical for DCVS by four and 5[log2(n + 1)] tests for n = 29 — 1 and other n, respectively.Now we will present some basic ideas about generating a quasi-minimal test set for the optimal parallel counter. The complete (and in some cases minimal) test set for the optimal parallel counter will be derived similarly to [21]. We begin by defining the basic 3-bit test sequences as listed in Table 4.2. They have
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Table 4.2. Basic test sequences for a FA

Al A2 A4 A7 BO B3 B5 B6
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

the following properties: (i) the sequences Ai (Bj) are of even (odd) weight; (ii) the index i (j) is the decimal value of the sequence with the bottommost bit being the LSB; and (iii) a sequence Ai is the bit-by-bit complement of Bj with 
j = 7 — i. If an FA receives three different sequences Ai (Bj) on its inputs, it is equivalent to applying all three tests of weight one (two). Then, its Sum output produces the fourth (with respect to three input sequences) unused sequence Ai 
(Bj) whereas its Carry produces a bit-by-bit complement of Ai (Bj). Therefore applying to the FA inputs three different sequences Ai and the all-ls vector (111) followed by their complements exercises exhaustively an FA. Now we will use this observation to generate a complete test set for a parallel counter. First, some sequences Ai or Bj are assigned to the primary inputs of the parallel counter. Then, the sequences occurring on the inputs of all cells are calculated. If each FA (HA) cell receives three (two) different sequences, then the whole parallel counter is tested by applying eight tests only: the all-ls vector, three tests implied by the primary inputs sequence assignment, and the bit-by-bit complements of these four tests. Any cell that is not tested exhaustively by a given test set can be easily identified, since it receives at least two identical sequences Ai or Bj on its inputs. This information either can prompt to search for another input sequence assignment or it can be used to identify all modules with some missing tests for which special extra tests will be generated.
Example 4.1 (Cont’d). The parallel (9;4) counter from Fig. j.l(A) is tested 
for most faults by applying the following tests: the all-Os vector, three tests cor
responding to the sequences Ai marked on the scheme, and four tests being the 
bit-by-bit complements of these four tests. Only an HA marked with an asterisk 
* does not receive all tests: it needs two extra tests that provide it with missing 
(01) and (10) tests, e.g. (001 001 000) and (000 000 110), respectively. Thus, 
this counter needs only 10 tests compared to estimated 2f-

For comparison, we include an alternative scheme of the 9-input parallel 
counter designed according to the method from [99]. This scheme, shown in Fig. 
j.2, has the same complexity as the one given above, but has one more FA stage 
(its delay is 4AJ. For this scheme we have derived the minimal test set which 
consists of only 8 tests. The test patterns can be easily derived from the notation
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Figure 4.2. Parallel (9;4) counter by Marouf and Friedman [99] 

shown on the scheme.
Now compare the characteristics of the above scheme against two schemes 

considered in the literature. First, note that according to [99], the scheme from 
Fig. f.2 requires 2J tests, but we have shown that 8 tests is enough. Secondly, a 
scheme from [21] designed for testability is tested by 9 tests but it uses: six FAs, 
one HA, and a 2-input AND gate, and it introduces the delay of3.5N. □These examples prove that the parallel counters designed according to [76], which use the least amount of hardware, not only offer the best speed, but are also easily-testable. It can be proved, by using similar argument as in [21], that they require no more than 8(q - 1) tests. The above example and our analysis of several other examples show that this bound is quite loose, since the actual number of tests is usually very close to 8. Finally, it should be emphasized that speed is a significantly more important parameter than the size of the minimal test set, at least when encoders, decoders, and STCs for error codes are concerned. Especially, when only two or four extra tests are needed and no extra hardware cost is involved.

4.2. Multi-Output Threshold Circuits Tn

4.2.1. Survey of Implementations of a Threshold Circuit TnLet S = denote a set of n input variables and m denote athreshold.
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Table 4.3. Parameter estimations of various threshold circuits Tn

Type of Circuit Tn Gates Gate Levels Tests

Two-Level AND-OR 2n + n — 2 2 2"
Cellular Arrays [62], [169] 9n* — n 2n — 3 2n
Completely Bifurcated jn2 + nlogn — jn + 1 2 log n — 1 Ln2 + n + 1 — c
Sorting Network [8], [149] < (log2 n — logn + 4) — 2 I log2 n + I log n n + [n/2]

c = 0 for n even and c = | for n odd 2 log n denotes pog2 n]

Definition 4.2. A threshold function T™ is a switching function of n variables 
from the set S, which takes the value 1 if and only if at least m out of n input 
variables from S are Is, 1 < m < n.

Definition 4.3. A multi-output threshold circuit Tn is a circuit that implements 
all n T™ threshold functions of n variables, 1 < m < n.Several implementations of the threshold circuit Tn have been proposed in the literature under various names. Hurst [62] and Edwards [42] proposed various implementations of the circuit Tn under the name of a digital summation threshold 
logic (DSTL) gate. The cellular realization by Reddy and Wilson [168] was called a Tn array. In the literature on STCs for m/n codes, where threshold circuits were used as basic building elements, the function T” was called a majority 
function [2], [49], [54], [98], or a threshold function [136], [137]. Finally, Lamagna [84] briefly mentioned that the threshold functions of n variables and the sorting 
function (i.e. the set of functions implemented by Tn) are equivalent. Until recently [143], [148], the latter notice as well as voluminous literature on SNs have been completely overlooked by the researchers working in the field of logic design. For instance, in spite of the existence of the less complex circuits Tn described as SNs in the sixties [8] and later [75], [39], [205], only the circuits proposed under the name of threshold or majority circuits were used in the STCs for m/n codes considered in [2], [49], [54], [98], [136], [137], [167], [177], [178]. Similarly, the DSTL gates from [62] (1973) and [42] (1978) were proposed many years later than Batcher’s SNs [8] (1968), which were significantly less complex implementations of Tn already available at that time.Throughout this work we will use the term ’threshold circuit’ generically and the term ’sorting network’ only to this particular class of implementations of Tn.The parameter estimations of various implementations of the circuit Tn are summarized in Table 4.3. The parameters of the Batcher’s SNs using odd-even merging are given, despite that there exist slightly simpler and faster SNs for some n. The number of gate levels in an SN is equal to the maximum number of 
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comparators in contact with any path through the network [75]. The size of the minimal test set for each version of a threshold circuit is derived for all single s/z faults. From Table 4.3 we conclude the following:1. The SNs are the least complex of all circuits Tn considered and require the smallest number of tests.2. Only the two-level (for n > 3) and the so called completely bifurcated ciruits (for n > 7) seem superior to the SNs with respect to the number of gate levels. However, it occurs at the cost of significant amount of hardware and assuming no restrictions on fan-in and fan-out (which may be questionable for most technologies).Now we shall concentrate on designing circuits Tn as SNs.

4.2.2. Tn Implemented as a Sorting NetworkAn n-input sorting network (SN) is a switching network with n outputs that for any combination of inputs {Al, A2,..., An} generates the outputs which are a sorted permutation of inputs, e.g. in nonincreasing order (see Fig. 4.3(A)). A 
binary SN is entirely built of simple identical comparator cells with two inputs and two outputs such as one shown in Fig. 4.3(B). For brevity, we will call such a cell simply a comparator (the symbol of a comparator given in Fig. 4.3(B) is traditionally used in the literature on sorting). A comparator executes a pass or 
interchange operation, depending on the inputs. As explained in Fig. 4.3(B), here the upper output M = MAX(A1,A2) and the lower output m = MIN(A1, A2) carry the maximum and the minimum of the two inputs Al and A2. An SN built using this element sorts in nonincreasing order. However, here we are interested in the simplest implementation of a comparator cell — such as shown in Fig. 4.4(B), which implies that in our case an SN sorts Os and Is — see Fig. 4.4(A).The problem of designing SNs has been studied extensively in the literature for many years. The milestone result is the construction given by Batcher [8] in 1968. In 1974 Van Voorhis [205] presented constructions of SNs which provide the best upper bound for most practical values of n. An excellent survey of many SNs designs was provided by Knuth [75]. In particular, he listed some ad hoc constructions of the SNs for n < 16 invented by many authors, which are either more efficient or faster than those from [8] and [205].Batcher [8] proposed two schemes of SNs constructed from: (1) odd-even merging networks (MNs) and (2) bitonic sorters using the sorting-by-merging scheme. The two schemes have the same number of levels but only the first one, which is built of fewer comparators, is of interest here. Batcher’s SNs use the optimal number of comparators for n < 8. The least complex schemes of
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SNs for n > 8 can be found for 9 < n < 16 in [75] (Fig. 49, p. 228). The fastest schemes of the SNs for n = 6,9,10,12, and 16 can be found in [75] (Fig. 51, p. 231). The two least complex constructions of SNs currently known as 
n —► 00, found independently by Drysdale [39] and Van Voorhis [205], use the most efficient 16-input SN by Green (refer to Fig. 49 on p. 228 in [75]). Van Voorhis’ scheme is slightly better: e.g. for n = 256 it requires 3651 comparators
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■erglng network ■erging network

Figure 4.5. Batcher’s 8-input sorting network T8 using odd-even merging

i

while Green’s requires 3657. For most n of practical value for logic designer (i.e. for n < 64) the hardware savings offered by the schemes from [39] and [205] are not significant: for instance, Van Voorhis’ SNs with n = 16,32, and 64 use 60, 180, and 514 comparators compared with Batcher’s 63, 191, and 543. Moreover, the irregular structures of the SNs from [75], [39], [205] make them difficult to analyze. Therefore, with a few exceptions, we concentrate on Batcher’s SNs.For completeness, we include the strongest lower bound (Lamagna [84]) and upper bound (Van Voorhis [205]) for the number of comparators S(n) in the SN with n inputs (the number of two-input gates equals 2S(n)):
S(n) > n(log2 n) + 0.5n (log2(log2 n)) + O(n) (4.2)and

S(n) < 0.25n(log2 n)2 — 0.395n(log2 n) + 1.4306n - 1.5. (4-3)The parameters of the Batcher’s SNs for 3 < n < 16 are included in Table 4.4. More references on threshold circuits and other details about SNs can be found in [143], [148].
Table 4.4. Parameters of threshold circuits Tn realized as optimal SNs for 3< n <16

n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Gates 6 10 18 24 32 38 50 62 74 78 96 106 118 126
Levels 3 3 5 5 6 6 8 9 10 9 10 10 10 10
Tests 6 6 8 9 11 12 12 15 17 16 20 21 23 24The 2fc-input odd-even merging SN can be built using the following iterative rule. It consists of 2^-1 comparators followed by 2-by-2 MNs followed by
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Figure 4.6. General structure of the n-input SN Tn using odd-even merging2fc-3 4-by-4 MNs, etc. Figure 4.5 shows the scheme of the 8-input SN (and the 4- input SN inside). It is seen that the 4-by-4 MN from Fig. 4.5 is built of two 2-by-2 MNs and three output comparators. In general case, the 2fc-by-2fc MN is built of two 2fc-1-by-2fc-1 MNs and 2fc — 1 output comparators. A more straightforward approach to the design of an SN with any n follows from the generalized version of Batcher’s construction given in [75]. The idea is to sort n elements by sorting the first [n/2j and the last [n/2] elements independently by a pair of smaller SNs, then applying an [n/2j-by-[n/2] MN. The general structure of thus constructed SN is shown in Fig. 4.6. In this way an SN can be designed iteratively for any n, provided that the SNs with [n/2j and [n/2] inputs are available and we know how to build a [n/2j-by-[n/2] MN. It is important to note that the circuits Tln/2J and can be realized using any method.This set of basic building blocks — two 4-input SNs connected to the 4-by-4 MN — is distinguished in the 8-input SN from Fig. 4.5, which also explains the principle of recursive construction of the MN. The 4-by-4 MN is built of a pair of 2-by-2 MNs and three output comparators. The first (odd) MN formed by three comparators K?, Kg, and is applied to the odd-weighted outputs of the two circuits T4. The second (even) MN formed by three comparators A4, Kg, and 
Kg is applied to the even-weighted outputs of the two circuits T4. Then the first line of the even MN and the second line of the odd MN are connected to the first output comparator Ki, and so on. Similarly, two input comparators in the 4-input SN, which are distinguished in Fig. 4.5, can be seen in this context as two circuits T2.Basically, any realization of the circuit Tn can be used as a basic building block in any encoder and checker presented here. However, we have shown in [143], [148], and in the previous subsection that the circuit Tn realized as a special implementation of an n-input SN offers the best performance in terms of complexity and the number of tests. Therefore in all parameter estimations given hereafter, we assume those of the most efficient circuit Tn implemented as an SN, unless stated otherwise. The complexity characteristics of the Tn circuit realized as a Batcher’s odd-even MN are the following:

Ga(Tn) = ^n( [log2 n] - [log2 n] + 4) - 2 and (4.4)
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P

Figure 4.7. General structure of various Tn-based circuitry 
supporting the use of systematic UEDCs

L(Tn) = | [log2 n] ([log2 n] + 1). (4.5)The size of the minimal complete test set (complete means that it contains tests of all n + 1 weights) that detects all single s/z faults is|T(Tn)| = n + [n/2]. (4.6)The procedure of generating the minimal test set for any Batcher’s SN and some other special SN designs can be found in [148].Finally, it is worth to point out that, besides superb performance, the SNs have the following structural advantage, important for VLSI implementation:• The SNs have a uniform regular structure using only one type of a simple cell;• Any gate in the SN has both fan-in and fan-out equal two; and• The SNs can be easily pipelined on a low level.
4.2.3. Tn-Based Counter of Is

A. Design of the Tn-Based Counter of IsThe general structure of the Tn-based counter of Is as well as any encoder with simple or complemented outputs is shown in Fig. 4.7.The following two special classes of threshold functions will be used to generate the functions of the circuit proposed in Fig. 4.7.
(Fl) 7? - it is 1 if and only if less than i out of n inputs are Is. In particular, is 1 when all n inputs are Os.
(F2) Tf -T^ (i < j) — it is 1 if and only if at least i but less than j out of n inputs are Is.
Example 4.2. Design the Tn-based 9-input counter of Is. The basic block is the 
circuit that can be realized by using any known method. Let the outputs of the 
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NOT-AND-OR circuit be denoted {S3,S2, sf, sq}. The first and the third columns 
of Table f.5 define the functions of the NOT-AND-OR circuit in terms of T9. 
Observe the following:• S3 = 1 for any input X of weight at least eight;

• $2 = 1 for any input X of weight at least four but less than eight;

• sf = 1 for any input X of weight either at least two but less than four or at
least six but less than eight;• so = 1 for any input X of weight that is an odd number.

The above description easily translates to the following functions expressed in 
terms of the special threshold functions (Fl) and (F2):

= Tf

sT = Tf-T^ + T9-^sF = T?.T* + T9.T^ + T9-F6 + T?-T^

Only the threshold functions Tf with even i occur both in the complemented and 
uncomplemented form. The threshold circuit T9 realized as a 9-input SN requires 
50 2-input gates, has 8 gate levels, and its complete test set which detects all single 
s/z faults consists of If tests (it will be shown below that these tests also detect all 
single s/z faults in the NOT-AND-OR circuit). Thus the whole T9-based counter 
of Is is built of 63 gates with a total of 125 inputs and has 11 levels. Below we 
shall show that it needs only If tests. This compares favorably with the parallel 
(9;f) counter whose measures are: 68 gates, a total of 121 inputs, 10 levels, and 
10 tests (here it is assumed that an FA is built of 12 gates in three levels and an 
HA is built of 4 gates in two levels). □The NOT-AND-OR network in the Tn-based counter of Is is built of up to: inverters, 2’ — q — 1 2-input AND gates, and up to q OR gates with a total of up to 2’ - 2 inputs. In a more general case of any Tn-based circuit from Fig. 4.7, the complexity of the NOT-AND-OR circuit that is fed by a circuit Tn can be found by inspection of the columns Sj of the encoding table in the following way:(i) The total of AND gates producing terms Tf ■ Tj+i equals the number of strings of Is preceded and followed by a 0; and(ii) The total of inputs Tf (or 7^) to the above OR gates equals the number of strings of Is (Os) not followed (preceded) by a 0 (1).
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Table 4.5. Encoding table of the Berger code C(9.4j

Weight of the
Infornation
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Check Part
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Complemented
Check Part
S3 “2 *1 SO3 2 1 0

0 N P 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 u 0 0 0 Fl2 libJm 0 o IT] W
3 lie u 0 °1 fi4 i Up 0 Tl W W
5 1 0 U 0 1 0 Fl6 i o k Fl 0 i pn U
7 IOC 0 1 1 Fl8
9
w 0 LoJ W LoJ 

0 0 □

B. Testing of the Tn-Based Counter of IsFirst of all, note that there are only n + 1 output patterns (T^T^.. -T^) that can be generated by a fault-free circuit Tn, each containing a string of Is on the leftmost bits: (00...0), (10...0), (110...0), ..., (11...10), (11...1). Naturally, these patterns are generated by applying inputs from the minimal complete test set for the circuit Tn. These patterns must suffice to detect any single s/z fault in the NOT-AND-OR circuit. This precludes its PLA or ROM implementation for use in an STC, since, generally, either must be tested exhaustively for most likely faults, unless it is modified for better testability.
Theorem 4.1. The n + 1 patterns generated by the circuit Tn during normal 
functioning detect all single s/z faults in a gate level irredundant realization of 
the NOT-AND-OR circuit.

Proof. Consider a circuit that realizes the function
sf=... + T^-Tr:+b + Tf-Ti+j + T--Tu+v + ...,where ...<a<a + b<i<i + j<u<u + v<... . Consider the faults affecting the AND gate Tf ■ Ti+j and the OR gate sf.Any fault of the type: (a) input of an inverter s/1 or output of an inverter s/0; (b) any s/0 fault of the AND gate (including its output); and (c) the output s/0 fault of the OR gate, are detected by any input X of weight w such that 

i < w < i + j.
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Any fault of the type: (a) input of an inverter s/Oor output of an inverter s/1; (b) the s/1 fault of the input Tj+j of the AND gate; (c) the s/1 fault on the input line T-1 • to the OR gate; and (d) the output s/1 fault of the OR gate, are detected by any input X of weight w = i + j.Finally, the s/1 fault of the input line T-1 to the AND gate is detected by any input X of weight a < w < a + b. Similar argument applies in trivial cases when the OR gate is fed directly by some or signal. □The above theorem implies that the Tn-based counter of Is is tested for all single s/z faults by the complete test set for the circuit Tn.In the forthcoming sections we shall show that the recognition of the equivalence between special realizations of SNs and multi-output threshold circuits revealed by us in [143], [148], has made the counter of Is implemented with the circuit Tn attractive as a basic building block for the encoders and the STCs for Berger and other UEDCs, in particular, for small n. The more so, that the functions of the encoders are easily generated for an arbitrarily complex check bits assignment, which is not the case for the circuits using a parallel counter.

5. STCs FOR m/n CODES

In this section the STCs for the following classes of m/n codes will be subsequently presented: 1) m/2m, m > 2; 2) m/(2m-|- 1), m > 3; 3) 2/n, n > 5; and 4) 1/n, n > 7. The selection of m/n codes for which the STCs will be presented here resulted from their high potential for practical applications. The m/2m and m/(2m 4- 1) codes are optimal unordered codes — they offer maximum of unordered codewords for a given codeword length n. The 2/n codes are particularly well suited for state assignment of sequential circuits, since they minimize a total of gate inputs in the 2-level AND-OR excitation circuitry, due to small fan-in of all AND gates. Also, the STCs for 21x1 codes are essential building blocks for the least complex implementations of STCs for 1/n codes, also given here. The 1/n codes occur very frequently, not only in FT systems, e.g. at the outputs of decoders, control circuits, etc.A critical survey of the STCs for each of the above classes of m/n codes will be given in the appropriate subsection. The most efficient STCs for most m/n codes with m > 3 and 2m + 1 < n < 4m we have given in [136], [137], and for other m/n codes with m > 3 and n > 4m in [154]. The design of PLA-based STCs for m/n codes have been proposed by many authors [30], [130], [163], [194], and [209]. The most efficient designs were presented by us in [149], [153], [154]. However, the PLA-based STCs are not considered here, as they pose essentially different more difficult design problems, since it is necessary to consider not only 
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stuck-at faults but also faults which are typical for PLAs, such as crosspoint faults and bridging of adjacent lines. Yet another extended fault model is needed for the transistor-level STCs (for MOS technologies) which have been proposed in [58], [69], [70], [86], and [133]. The survey of various STCs for the m/n codes and a more complete bibliography can be found e.g. in [136], [179],

5.1. STCs for m/2m CodesThe most important random logic designs of the STCs for m/2m codes were given in: [2], [49], [133], [143], [147], [167], and [185]. The least complex currently known m/2m code checker for most m of practical value can be realized according to the general functions derived by Anderson and Metze in 1973 [2] as follows.
Algorithm 5.1.1. Partition the set of n = 2m input bits into two disjoint subsets Ai and A2 of size nai = na2 = m.2. Derive the functions T™ai and T^“2, 1 < i < m, of the threshold circuits Tn“i and .3. Generate the functions h\ and h2 of the STC for the m/2m code:

hi = -T^, iodd (5.1)
t=0 
m

hl = (5-2)
i=0An STC given by (5.1) and (5.2) has the following parameters:

Ga(m/2m) = 2 • Ga(Tm) + m + 1; (5-3)
In(m/2m) = 2 • In(Tm) + 2m - 1; (5-4)

L(m/2m) = £(Tm) + 2; (5-5)|T(m/2m)| > |T(Tm)|, (5-6)where Ga{Tm} etc. are the parameters of the threshold circuits used.In 1977, Smith [185] proposed another design which offerred the best performance for any m > 3. Its major part consists of 2m(m — 1) cells (the same as used in SNs, shown in Fig. 4.4(B)) organized in m — 1 levels, whereas the output part consists of a pair of m-input AND and OR gates. It was shown tested by only 2m codewords.
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Clearly, the complexity of the checker that realizes (5.1) and (5.2) strongly depends on the complexity of the circuits Tn°i and (i.e. Tm). Only recently (1990) our recognition of the optimality of the circuits Tn realized as SNs [143], [148] has made possible to outperform the checker proposed by Smith. The numerical values (for m < 16) of the parameters of a threshold circuit Tm can be taken from Table 4.3, whereas for m > 16 they can be derived from the formulae (4.4)-(4.6). The minimal test set T(m/2m) can be constructed by concatenating the elements of the sets T(Tn“i) and T(Tn“2) to form the vectors of the form 

X = (X'X"), where X G T(m/2m), in such a way that: 1) X G T (Tn°i) and 
X" G T(T’n“2); 2) w(X') + w(X") = m; and 3) all the vectors from T (Tn°i) and from T(Tnad appear exactly once in some vector from T(m/2m) (w^X) denotes the weight of a vector X). It can be shown that |T(m/2m)| = for 
m even and |T(m/2m)| = 2m for m odd. The larger number of tests for odd m results from unfavorable weight distribution of the tests which form the complete minimal test set for Batcher’s SNs Tm with m odd.In [147] we have shown that partitioning of the set of input bits into k > 3 blocks of approximately the same size may lead to further savings for small m. Let 
IP(m, n) = {nai, na2,..., na/c} denote the input partition of the set A of n input bits into k blocks Aj, 1 < j < k, such that each block Aj contains naj bits (1 < naj < nr) and ZEi naj = n- Without loss in generality, assume that nai < nO2 < . . . < and A] = {2:1, £2, • • • , 1, 242 — +1 > ^Jiaj+2» • • •, ^naj +nO2 1» etc.Given the input partition IP(m,n) = {nai,na2,... ,nak}, the set C(m/n) of all 
m/n codewords can be partitioned into some 7r disjoint blocks, where each block, denoted by (jij2 • • -jk^ contains all m/n codewords that have exactly ji Is on the input bits from Ai, 1 < i < m, i.e.

C(m/n) = |J (jd2 • --jk)- 
{11 +jz4---

(5.7)
Provided that the set C(m/n) given by (5.7) is properly partitioned into two proper subsets Ci and C2 (to preserve both the ST and CD properties), the checker functions may have the following general form:

hr = E ■■■Thk, rG{l,2}. (5.8)
(Ah ■■■3 k) eCrObviously, the functions T™a‘ (1 < I < k) can be realized by any version of circuit 

Tn. If n„. is small, the 2-level circuits Tn‘ allow us to build fast 4-level STCs for some m/2m codes. The partitions Ci, C2 of m/2m codes, some of which result in simpler checkers, which we have derived in [147], are included in Table 5.1. The don’t care products listed in the last column can be included in an arbitrarily
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Table 5.1. Optimal product partitions for the fast STCs for the m/2m and m/(2m+l) codes

Code Input 
Partition

Ci c2 Don’t Care 
Products

3/6 {2,2,2} (210) (102) (021) (201) (120) (012) (111)
4/8 {2,3,3} (220) (202) (112) (031) (013) (211) (130) (103) (022) (121)
5/10 {3,3,4} (311) (230) (203) (122) (113)

(032) (014)
(320) (302) (221) (212) (131)
(104)

none

6/12 {4,4,4} (420) (402) (321) (312) (240)
(204) (132) (123) (042) (024)

(411) (330) (303) (231) (222)
(213) (141) (114) (033)

none

7/14 {4,5,5} (430) (412) (331) (322) (304)
(250) (223) (142) (115) (052) 
(034)

(421) (403) (340) (313) (232)
(205) (151) (124) (043) (025)

(241) (214)
(133)

3/7 {1,2,2,2} (1200)(1020)(1002)(0201) 
(0120)(0111)(0012)

(1110) (1101) (1011)(0210)
(0102) (0021)

none

4/9 {2,2,2,3} (2200)(2020)(2002)(1210) 
(1111)(1102)(1012)(0220)
(0202)(0121)(0013)

(2110) (2101) (2011) (1201) 
(1120)(1021)(1003)(0211)
(0112)(0103)(0022)

none

5/11 {2,3,3,3} (2300)(2120)(2111)(2102)
(2012) (1301) (1220) (1121) 
(1103)(1031)(1013)(0320)
(0302)(0212)(0131)(0023)

(2210) (2201) (2030)(2021) 
(2003) (1310) (1211) (1202) 
(1130)(1112)(1022)(0311) 
(0230)(0221)(0203)(0113) 
(0032)

(0122)

6/13 {3,3,3,4} (3201)(3120)(3111)(3021) 
(3003)(2310)(2301)(2220) 
(2103)(2031)(2013)(1311) 
(1230) (1212) (1203) (1122) 
(1032)(1014)(0321)(0303) 
(0231)(0213)(0114)(0033)

(3300)(3210)(3102)(3030) 
(3012)(2211)(2202)(2130) 
(2121)(2112)(2022)(2004) 
(1320)(1302)(1221)(1131) 
(1113) (1104) (1023) (0330) 
(0312)(0222)(0204)(0132) 
(0123)(0024)

none

selected set Ci. It was shown that these checkers use the fewest number of gates for 3 < m < 6 and are faster than any other checkers. For m > 6, the STCs given by (5.1) and (5.2) and built using SNs offer better performance. The minimal test set for all checkers specified in Table 5.1 can be generated as described in [147].Finally, it is worth to mention the STCs for m/2m codes from [133], which are built of a pair of m-input modified parallel counters followed by an STC for the A'-pair 2-rail code using m out of 2A combinations, where A' = [log2 m]. The latter STC is built of about 2(m—K) FAs and A' —1 2-pair 2-rail STCs with about 
Stp(m)-tpA + 2A’ gate levels (for Stp(m) see Table 4.1). Asymptotically, it is the least complex and the fastest STC for an m/2m code: it is built of 0(m) gates with O(log rn) gate levels which is less than O(mlog2 m) gates and O(log2 m) gate levels in the best available T"-based checker. However, the complexity parameters of the checkers from [133] involve very large constants which make them inferior for most m of practical value (e.g. for any m < 32).
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5.2. STCs for m/(2m + 1) CodesThe most important random logic designs of the STCs for m/(2m + 1) codes were given in: [2], [49], [54], [98], [136], [137], [147], [178], and [204]. The fewest number of gates amongst them use our checkers from [147] — for the 3/7 and 4/9 codes, and from [136], [137] — for m > 5. It is worth to point out that all checkers from [147] can be implemented with only 3 or 4 levels, unless fan-in limitations are taken into account.The fast STCs from [147] assume the same general form (5.8) as already given above for the m/Zm codes. The partitions of practical importance, which were derived in [147], are included in Table 5.1.A set of simplified functions for the STCs for m/(2m + 1) codes can be derived from those in [136], [137] as follows. The set of 2m + 1 input bits {z,,... ,xm, Xm+i,..., ^2m4-i) is partitioned into two disjoint subsets Ai and A2 with nai = m and na2 = m + 1 bits, respectively. Additionally, the set A2 is partitioned into two disjoint subsets A2j and A2)2 with n021 = [(m + l)/2j and na22 = [(m 4- l)/2] bits, respectively. Now an STC consists of the ST/CD translator of the m/(2m +1) code into the incomplete 2/4 code (the codeword = (0011) is not used) and the well known STC for the 2/4 code with 

(hihzhlh^) as inputs (assume m = 2 in (5.1) and (5.2)). The translator realizes the following functions:

i=l,ieven j=ltieven

lI _ rm i t"”2'1 Tna2’2n1 J [m/2j ' J n°2,l Jna2 2-1 (5-9)
। Y>n“2,l rpna2,2 

+ 1na2tl-lln<-2,2 (5.10)
m—1 m—1= E 7^'+ £ 

i odd * odd

mm mm+1 (5-11)
m—1

*1 = E m—1
+ E mm mm+1 

Jm-j±j (5.12)
The realizations which are even less complex than those that we have reported in [136], [137] (which use completely bifurcated circuits Tn) result when the circuits 
Tm and Tm+1 are realized as SNs (in the circuit Tm+1, unused cell that realizes the functions T™+1 and can be neglected). It can be easily shown that a checker given by (5.9)—(5.12) has the following parameters now:Ga(m/(2m+l)) = Ga(Tm) + Ga(Tm+1) + 8; (5.13)Zn(m/(2m + 1)) = 2 • Zn(Tm) + 2m + 11; (5-14)L(m/(2m+l)) = L(Tm+1) + 4; (5.15)
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|T(m/(2m + 1))| > max{2m + 1, |T(rn+1)| - 1}. (5.16)The minimal test set T(m/(2m+ 1)) can be derived similarly as for an STC for the m/2m codes; see also [136], [137].

5.3. STCs for 2/n CodesThe STCs for 2/n codes (n > 5) can be designed by using the methods from [2], [98], [136], [138], and [204]. The least complex checker, proposed by us in [136], [138], consists of t (t > 2) blocks which perform the following translations:2/n 2/ni 2/n2 .. .2/nf_2 2/4 1/2,where n > ni > n2 > ... > nt_2 > 4. The following algorithm can be used to generate the functions of the STC for any 2/n code, n > 5.
Algorithm 5.2.Initially, A = {si, a:2, • • •, xn}, and no = n, and i = 1.1. Find Si such that the following conditions are fulfilled: Wi) 4- W4) — if 

i = 1, and Wi) 4- W5) — if i > 1, where:Wl) 2 < Si < n,_i - 2;
W2) ri = [log2(nt_1/si)‘| < [n,/2];W3) Si + ri = ni < n^,W4) bi = [(nt_i/si)J 2 or c,- = [(n.-i/s,)) / 3;W5) if ri — 1 and bi = 1 and r,_i > 2 then r,_i < Vi + 1, where: Vi = ni — Si • bi — if bi Cj, or Vi = Si — if bi = Ci.2. Partition A into Si disjoint subsets A^ of size: bi — for 1 < j < Si — Vi, and Ci — for $i — Vi + 1 < j < Si, such that the ordering of input bits and of subsets is preserved according to the increasing indices.3. Derive the functions 1 < J < Si, in the form whichallows for a tree realization using 2-input OR gates. Note that if i = 1, then h1̂ 1 = xu, for 1 < u < n.4. Derive the functions hls,+ , 1 < p < r,, in the form:

o<FS-. /
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where A^+1 are disjoint subsets having respectively [| ,(fc+i)/2l/2Jand RA*^ (fc+1)/2|/2j elements of the set A^^ (fc+1)/2’ are obtained as a result of the p-th partition of the set A^A.5. If bi = 2l and cj = 2l + 1 for I = 2,3,4, • • • then any product of bits from 
A^A transfer from to h^. for each j, 1 < j < Si — Vi.6. If i > 1 and rz_r > 1, modify the functions hj, 1 < I < ni, as follows: swap the indices in each of [rt_i/2] pairs of input bits _2l and _2[, where j = 21 + 1 (j = 21) and 0 < I < [ri-i/2j — 1 (1 < I < [t\_i/2J) if rt_i even (odd).7. Implement the circuit H1 in such a way that if ri > 1, then the subcircuits realizing the functions h), 1 < j < ni — 1, use shared OR gates wherever possible.8. If ni > 4, assume a new set of input variables A = {h} : 1 < j < ni}, increment parameter i by 1, and return to Step 1.9. Implement the circuit H* (t = i + 1) — the STC for the 2/4 code — given by the functions:

h2 = h\h\ + hl2h\. □In the above algorithm, each of t—1 executions of Steps 1-7 generates the logic functions of a block H1, 1 < i < t — 1. During Steps 2-4, the set A^~A of input bits of the block H‘ is partitioned on the disjoint subsets and the functions h} are generated in such a manner that shared OR gates can be used systematically. If the conditions W?), W4), and W5) hold in Step 1, then the modifications specified in Steps 5 and 6 are feasible in any case. These modifications guarantee that the codewords that appear on the output of the block H1-1 in normal operation (i.e., when no fault is present in the checker and a 2/n codeword is applied on the primary inputs) are sufficient for detection of any single s/z fault, z € {0,1}, in subsequent blocks Hj, 1 < j < t.The parameters of an STC for the 2/n code designed by Algorithm 5.2 are as follows:
(
t-i \flog^n;.!/s,)} j - 2, (5.18)
1=1 /

(
t—1 \^2(log2(nt_1/st)j j -8, (5.19)
i=l /
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(A)

Figure 5.1. The STCs for: 1/4 code (A); 1/5 and 1/6 codes (B)

L(2/n) — i + 1 + (5.20)
The test set sufficient for the detection of any s/z fault, z € {0,1}, in the circuit generated by Algorithm 5.2 consists of n circular shifts of two Is followed by n — 2 Os. Depending on the choice of a pair of parameters (s,,r,), Algorithm 5.2 may provide a number of different versions of the circuit for any n > 6 [58].

5.4. STCs for 1/n CodesSeveral design methods for the STCs for 1/n codes have been proposed: [2], [77], [103], [113], [136], [138], [161], [162], and [167]. The least complex STCs for 1/n codes with 4 < n < 6 were proposed by Rabara [161] (n = 4) and by Anderson and Metze [2] (n = 5 and 6) — they are shown in Fig. 5.1. Several fast 3-level and 4-level STCs for many 1/n codes can be designed by using the methods from [161], [162], and [77]. However, the least complex checkers — in terms of the number of gate inputs — for most n > 7 can be designed by using our algorithm from [136], [138]. The checker has the general cascade structure:l/n^2/ni & 1/2.H1 is an ST/CD translator which converts a 1/n code into a set H1, H1 being a subset of the 2/nx code, and such that I#1) = n. It consists of a single level of ni OR gates with a total of 2n inputs. H2 is an STC for the 2/nj code which can be designed by using Alg. 5.2. The design algorithm for the 1/n code is as follows.
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Algorithm 5.3.

Step A: Select a code 2/ni, such that fn 2-1) < n - (”2)-
Step B: Design the circuit H1.1. Form |ni/2j sets Si by executing the following four steps for any i, 1 < i < [ni/2].(a) If ni is divisible by some i, 1 < i < ni, assume that p = i and go to Step (d).(b) If ni and i have some q > 1 as the smallest common divider, assume p = q and go to Step (d).(c) Assume p = 1.(d) Form an ordered set Si of pairs («,v) such that Si = Ufc=i ^i,k^ where Sitk = ([h + Z-i] mod ni, [A + (I + 1) • i] mod ni) with 

I = 0 — if i = [ni/2], and 0 < I < [ni/p] - 1 — in other cases.2. Allocate any input variable Xk, 1 < k < n, to a pair of sets Au and Av as follows: if (i — 1) • ni < j < i • then Xj E Au and Xj E Av, where 
(u, v) is a w-th pair in the set Si, w = j — (i — 1) • n\.3. Formulate the functions realized by the circuit H1 in the form:

= 52 xj, 1 < u < m.
Xj

Step C: Design the circuit H2 by using Algorithm 5.2. □
The checker obtained from Alg. 5.3 has the following parameters:Ga(l/n) = ni + Ga(2/ni), (5.21)

In(l/n) = 2n + 7n(2/ni). (5.22)No other checker has the number of gate inputs that grows linearly as O(2n). For instance, the other cost-efficient STCs for 1/n codes from [161], [162], [77] have at least O(4n) gate inputs. The test set for any STC for the 1/n code consists of all n codewords. Note also that the least complex PLA-based STCs for 1/n codes given in [130] and [152] also use the translation, of the 1/n code into the concatenated code Ci/ni x which is a special case of the 2/(ni 4- n2) code.
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5.5. Final Remarks

An encoder for most m/n codes is, in general, a complex circuit [78]. Nevertheless, there are many applications wherein systematic encoding of data is immaterial, e.g. internal state assignment of sequential circuits. The design of SC combinational circuits using m/n codes has been considered in [32], [35], [79], [139], [140], and [149]. Several implementations of fail-safe or SC synchronous sequential circuits and self-checking microprogrammed control units have been protected by the mln codes: [24], [35], [37], [48], [56], [78], [95], [132], [191], [196], [199], [207], and [211]. The fail-safe and SC asynchronous sequential circuits have been proposed in [112], [126], [176]. The m/n codes have been found useful to protect highly-structured arrays, such as PLAs and ROMs: [94], [140], [149], [163], and [188]. The applications of the m/n codes in commercial FT computers include the Bell Laboratories’ ESS processor [24], [78], [191], [199], and Harris computers [63].
6. STCs FOR BORDEN CODES

STCs for Borden code C(n,t) were proposed only in recent years in: [47], [59], [66], [125], and [146]. The STCs from [66] and [125], which are built using a number of STCs for m/n codes, are excessively complex and have highly irregular internal structure. Additionally, the STC from [66] has a limitation that the allOs and all-ls vectors are excluded from Borden codes which include them, since an STC does not exist for a 0/n code or n/n code. The STCs from [47] were claimed significantly less complex than the checkers from [66], but the complexity of these checkers grows quickly with t. For instance, for t > 4, they use modules composed of multi-input gates which are also difficult to test and to implement in MOS technologies. The most recent checkers from [59] which are built using 
2k parallel counters, are very efficient, but they can be built for a very narrow range of n and t limited to t = 2m — 2 (m > 2) and n = 2k(t + 1) (k > 1), which include: n = 6, 12, 18, 24, ... — for t = 2, and n = 14, 28, 42, 56, ... — for 
t = 6. Here we shall present the extension of our earlier results from [146] on designing STCs for all Borden codes by using circuits Tn. These new checkers not only have no limitations reported above but also have significantly better performance than all known designs (except some checkers from [59]. Also, they are the easiest to design, as we have managed here to derive their logic functions for any Borden code.
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Figure 6.1. The new STC for Borden code C(n,t)

6.1. General Structure of an STC

An STC considered here (Fig. 6.1) is built using two basic blocks: Hi, an ST/CD translator of the C^n,^ code into the 1/r code, r > 2, and — if r > 2 
— H2, an STC for the 1/r code. If the input to Hi is not a Borden codeword, then the output generated by Hi is not a 1/r codeword and H2 signals the input error conditions by generating a non-1/2 code output. The direct translation into the 1 /2 code will be shown feasible only for some special cases of n and t (Table 6.2). Although the translation of any other Borden code into the 1/3 code will be shown possible, it should rather be avoided, because an STC for the 1/3 code is difficult to implement [51]. To reduce the amount of hardware, r should be kept as small as possible and therefore r = 4 is the best choice. The logic scheme of the least complex STC for the 1/4 code from [161] was shown in Fig. 5.1(A). Clearly, the proper realization of the circuit Hi is the only design problem.First, we shall show how to partition the input space of the checker into regular subsets which allows for a straightforward construction of Hi by using two threshold circuits Tln/21 and T^n/2L Then the partitioning of the Borden code into subsets and the basic functions of the translator are derived. Most part of this section is devoted to the testability analysis of the merging network (MN). Finally, the general procedure of designing an ST/CD Hi is given and its logic functions are derived. The theory presented here is illustrated with an example of designing an STC for the C(8,2) code.The checker from Fig. 6.1 is constructed on the basis of a special partitioning of the input space X of the checker (i.e. the set of all 2n input n-tuples) into regular subsets defined as follows.First, the set of input variables I = {2:1,X2, • • •, ^n} is partitioned into a pair of subsets A = {x^,X2,..., xna} and B = {xna+i,..., xn} of the size na = [n/2j and nb = [n/2]. Now the set X can be seen as the union of([n/2]+1)( [n/2] +1) pairwise disjoint subsets (j, k)
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x= U (J (6-1)

0<J<na 0<fc<njwhere (j, k) denotes the subset of ("?)-Q6) input n-tuples with exactly j Is on the bits from A and exactly k Is on the bits from B.The set Cm/n can now be represented as
t

Cm/n = IjG’™-*), (6-2)
t=twhere i = max{0, i — n;,} and i = min{m, na}.Let W = {w : 0 < w < n and w = [n/2j mod (t + 1)} be the set of weights that occur in C(n,t). The C(n,t) code can be partitioned into q subsets

i
C(n,t) = |J (6.3)

w£W i=iwhere
q = 52 (w+l)+ 52 (»-w+l) (6.4)

wgW, w<na w£W, w>na

= n + 52 w + 52 (n—w^' 
wGW, w<na wgW, w>na

Example 6.1. Design an STC for the <7(8,2) code which has the structure from 
Fig. 6.1. The set of inputs I = {xi,X2,...,xg} is first partitioned into two 
disjoint subsets A = {x^,X2,X3,X4} and B = {x$,xs, xt,x^}. With this partition 
of I, the input space X of the checker (i.e. the set of all 28 input 8-tuples) can be 
represented as~X.= U}_0 u£_0 (j,k), the union of 25 disjoint subsets (j,kj. Now 
the C(8,2) code, which is C(8,2) = U U C7/8, can be represented as in 
Eqn. (6.3) as the union of q = 9 disjoint subsets {j,^

C(8,2) = {(0,1) U (1,0)} U {(0,4) U (1,3) U (2,2) U (3,1) U (4,0)}U {(3,4)U(4,3)} .
The diagram introduced in Fig. 6.2 is a graphical illustration of this partitioning. 
The row and column numbers correspond to j and k, respectively. The entries 
representing subsets (j, k) are marked with Is and the empty entries represent the 
subsets (je,ke) of non-codewords. □A logic function which is 1 for any n-tuple from (j, k) and 0 for any other input can be expressed as p(j,k) = T™a ’T^ -T^ 'T^^. Thus, any logic function
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Figure 6.2. Partitioning diagram of the Borden code C(8,2) and 
identification of untestable s/1 faults

which is 1 for a collection of subsets (j, k) can be easily realized with the help of a pair of circuits Tna and Tnb. Now suppose that the set C(n, t) = Uj+fcewO’ is partitioned into r nonempty disjoint subsets Yj, 1 < i < r, where r can assume some value from the interval 1 < r < q. The basic functions of Hi are 
Vi= £ l<i<r,

(j.fc)eYi
(6-5)

where 52 denotes logic OR and, to preserve the generality of the formulae, it is assumed that: (i) T?v = 0 if j > n„; (ii) T”’ = 1 if j < 0; (ui) T? = 0 if j < 0; and (iv) T^v = 1 if j > nv.A non-ST checker may have r = 1, whereas an STC — which is of our concern — must have r > 2. To reduce the size of H2, as many products p(j, k) as possible should be OR-ed together. It will be shown that r € {2,3} is feasible for any Borden code.
Example 6.1 (Cont’d). The partitioning of C(8,2) translates easily to the 
structure of Hi built of two threshold circuits Tia and T4b which feed the MN. 
Table 6.1 lists q = 9 basic products p(j, k) which correspond to the legal subsets 

□

6.2. Code-Disjoint Property

Suppose that X = U^q U^o (j, k) is partitioned into three subsets:• C(n, t) — the set of Borden codewords;• Xnco — the set of subsets (je, ke) for which all products p(j, k) are Os and therefore the MN produces the all-Os output; and
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Table 6.1. Basic and modified products used in the translator Hi for the C(8,2) code

p(h k) p'(j, k)

(0,1) T^- Tfb -T? rp^a rp^b 
1 1 * 1 2

(0,4) f?° • T}b
T*b

(3,4)
*

T*a- T? -T}b

(1,0) T*a -7^

(4,0)

(1,3)
* ♦

T^a ■ T*b- T? Tfa ■ ■ T*b

(2,2) T*a • T^“ • T*b ■ T?

(3,1) T*a- T? • T*b T? &
 

p n a 4
(4,3)

♦ 
p^a , plb. p^ pia . pib

An asterisk denotes an input with untestable s/1 fault.• Xnci — the set of subsets (je,fce) for which at least two products p{j,k) are Is, and therefore the MN produces some i/r (i > 1) output.The translator Hi defined by (6.5) is CD because it generates a 1/r codeword for any input from C(n, t) and the all-Os output otherwise, i.e. we have Xnco = {X\C(n,t)} and Xnci = 0. However, it will be seen in the next subsection that such a circuit is not ST for some s/1 faults on the inputs to certain AND gates. To ensure that Hi is ST for any single s/z fault, some products p^j,^ in (6.5) will have to be modified in such a way that the set Xncl becomes nonempty. The modified translator Hi preserves the CD property, provided that it generates some i/r codeword output, i > 1, for any Xe 6 (je,ke) and for any (je,ke>) € Xncl- The latter condition is satisfied if
^(.je,ke>) e Xncl] [V(ji^i) e y^, p'^ki) e y,2 with H / i2] (6-6)such that [VXe € (/, £e)] [pU, k^Xe) = p\j2, k2^Xe) = 1] where p'^ji, &i), p'(j2, k2) denote some modified products p(ji, ki), p(j2, k2).

Example 6.1 (Cont’d). Examples of modifications that allow us to meet the 
above requirements are shown in Fig. 6.3, where:

• the entries with Is and 2s correspond to (j,k) € C^n,^;

• the empty entries correspond to (je, ke) € XncO,‘ and
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Figure 6.3. Modification map of the AND gates p(j,k) 
in the STC for the Borden code C(8,2)

• the entries with an asterisk correspond to (je,ke>) € Xnci.

Any square cluster corresponds to some modified product p'(j,k). For instance, 
the cluster containing the entries (0,0) and (0,1) corresponds to the product p'(0,1) = T^1 -T^ obtained from p(0,l) = T^a • T^b • . Graphically, ful

filling the condition (6.6) means that every entry (je,ke} appears in at least two 
clusters and the products corresponding to these clusters are in at least two dif
ferent functions y^ and yi2. The latter information is indicated by marking the 
entries (j,k) g C(n,t) with i € {1,2} — the indices of the functions yi containing

6.3. Self-Testing PropertyNow we shall set the conditions under which the translator Hi that realizes the basic functions (6.5) is ST for all single s/z faults. Two factors may affect the ST property of Hi:1. Some faults in Hi cannot be tested by inputs from C(n,t) only; and2. Some faults in Hi which could be tested by inputs from C(n, t) are not detected due to improper partitioning of C(n,t) into subsets YpConsider the 4-input AND gate p(j,k) = ’T^ Any s/0fault in p(j)k') is tested by any codeword from (j, k). Since the s/1 fault on the output of p(j, k} is tested by any test for any input line s/1 fault, only the input line s/1 faults remain of our concern. We begin with the s/1 fault on the input line T"a, for brevity denoted as T?a /I. All tests for this fault are in any subset (f, k1) such that for any X € (f, k') T^(X) = 0 and Tj^X) = T^X) = T^X) = 1, i.e. if and only if k' = k and j' < j. Similar reasoning and notation applies 
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to three other s/1 faults as well as for any other AND gate, possibly with fewer than four inputs.All input lines of the AND gates p(j,k) whose s/1 faults are not tested by applying Borden codewords can be formally identified in the following way: (1) T”“/l (or T%b/T) is untestable if j > 0 (or k > 0) and (j,k) has the smallest j (or k) amongst subsets (j, k) in C(n,t) for a given k (or j); and (2) Ty^/l (or 7^1/1) is untestable if j < na (or k < nj) and (j, k) has the largest j (or k) amongst subsets (j,k) in C(n,t) for a given k (or j). Alternatively, the same can be done by inspection of the partitioning diagram (Fig. 6.2) in the following way: (1) Any product p(j,k) with j > 0 (k > 0) which corresponds to the uppermost (leftmost) set (j,k) in the fc-th column (j-th row) has untestable T"a/1 (T^/l) fault; and (2) Any product p(j, k) with j < na (k < n(,) which corresponds to the bottommost (rightmost) set (j, k) in the fc-th column (j-th row) has untestable fault (^/l).
Example 6.1 (Cont’d). Any s/1 fault of the product p(j,k), untestable by 
C(8,2) codewords, can be easily found with the help of the partitioning diagram 
from Fig. 6.2: it corresponds to any arrow leaving the (j,k) entry (marked with 
1 or 2) which points towards missing tests (codewords). The results of such an 
analysis are summarized in the second column of Table 6.1, wherein all inputs 
with untestable s/1 faults are marked with an asterisk. □To eliminate the s/1 faults untestable by Borden codewords, we suggest to replace any product p(j,k) containing such faults with some ‘equivalent’ product p'(j, k), which is 1 not only for all codewords from {j,k} but also for noncodewords Xe from some subsets Three types of modifications mayoccur:(Ml) p/j,^ has the same number of inputs as p(j,k) but p(j,k) / p'{j,kfi

(M2) p'&k') is obtained from p{j,k) by removing one or two inputs in p(j,kfi and
(M3) p/j, k) replaces u > 2 products p(ji, Ai),.. .,p{jui ku\The modification M3 may involve other sets (ji, ki) € C(n, t) having some untestable inputs as well as those having all input faults tested. Recall, however, that in all three cases the following condition (6.6) necessary to preserve the CD property of Hi must be satisfied:

for each {je,ke) G Xnci there are at least two modified products p\j\,k\), 
p'^k/) which are Is for any Xe G (je,ke) (or, graphically, each entry (je,ke>) 

marked with * appears in at least two clusters marked with different indices).
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Note: The modifications M2 and M3 decrease a total of gate inputs, whereas the modification M3 also decreases the number of AND gates.
Example 6.1 (Cont’d). Examples of modifications that eliminate untestable 

s/1 faults and preserve the CD property are shown in Fig. 6.3. The modified 
products obtained on the basis of Fig. 6.3 are in the third column of Table 6.1. 
Indexing of the subsets (j,k) from C(8,2) with Is and 2s implies the partitioning 
of C(8,2) into r = 2 sets Y; which guarantees the ST property and preserves the 
CD property of Hi. The final functions of the translator Hi, which itself is an 
STC for the C(8,2) code, are:

yi = T*b + T? + T*a -T4a

y2 = T4*-T^+ Tfa-T43 -T%b+ T%a-T4?+ T?-T%b □

6.4. General Design Procedure of the Circuit Hi

Procedure 6.1.1. Partition the set I of n input bits into two subsets A and B with na = [n/2] and ni, = [n/2"] bits, respectively.2. Partition the C(n,t) code into subsets (j, k).3. Generate the basic products p(j, k) of the translator Hi.4. Identify all untestable input s/1 faults of the AND gates p(j, k).5. Modify all AND gates p(j, k) with untestable input s/1 faults to meet the requirements of the ST property and the condition (6.6) necessary to preserve the CD property.6. Assign each member of Y, the set of modified products p'(j, k/ to exactly one of r functions yi, r > 2, in such a way that Hi meets the conditions for the CD and ST properties. □
Theorem 6.1. The circuit Hi designed by Procedure 1 is CD.

Proof. The circuit Hi designed by Procedure 1 is CD as it meets the conditions:
Cl) For any X 6 C^n,!) exactly one of the functions yi is 1 for X;

C2a) For any Xe G Xnci at least two functions yi and yj are Is for Xe; and
C2b) For any Xe € Xnco all functions yi are Os for X. □
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Now we shall prove that the circuit Hi built of two irredundant circuits Tna and Tnb (realized by using any method) is ST. First, observe that for any input n„-tuple of weight wv, v E {a, 6), a non-faulty circuit Tnv produces an output (Tf ” . T^) of the same weight with wv Is followed by n„ - wv Os, and henceit can produce only n„ + 1 output patterns. The concatenation of such patterns, generated by the circuits Tna and Tnb, should be mapped properly by the MN (which is CD) into either a 1/r or a non-l/r code output, depending whether the input X entering Tna and Tnb is a Borden codeword. These restricted subset of output patterns of Tnv should suffice to ensure the ST property of the MN. Despite single s/z faults of a circuit Tnv may result in producing a large variety of incorrect output patterns, we shall take advantage of the following properties.

Property 6.1. For any single s/z fault (z E {0,1}/ in an irredundant circuit 
Tnv, there is at least one input of weight wv such that (T^T^ ... T^) generated 
by the faulty circuit Tnv is of the form (11 „. 100... 0) and (11., .100... 0) for

Wo—1 Wv+1

z = 0 and z = 1, respectively.

Property 6.2. If na = [n/2j and n^ = [n/2], each circuit Tnv receives all 2nv inputs, i.e. it is tested exhaustively, even when only Borden codewords are 
applied.

Theorem 6.2. The circuit Hi designed by Procedure 1 is ST for any single s/z 
fault.

Proof. We shall show that for any single s/z fault in the circuit Hi there exists a Borden codeword which produces a non-l/r code output.First, note that the circuits Tna and Tnb convert any input Borden codeword of weight w = wa-\-Wb into an output Borden codeword also of weight w = wa+wb but with bits sorted as follows: wa Is, na — wa 0s, Wb Is, nb — Wb 0s.Suppose that a circuit Tnv has a s/z fault. Due to Properties 6.1 and 6.2, there is some X in C(n, t) such that the output of the faulty circuit Tnv produces (instead of wv Is followed by nv — wv 0s) the regular pattern of: (i) wv — 1 Is followed by nv — wv +1 0s — for z = 0; and (ii) wv +1 Is followed by nv — wv — 1 0s — for z = 1. This guarantees that the weight of an output produced by Tna and 
Tnb differs by one from a correct one, and hence it is not a Borden codeword. The MN, which is CD, maps it into some non-l/r codeword, which is then mapped by H2 into (00) or (11) output. Thus, only the faults of the MN need to be considered now. We shall consider the most demanding case of the MN realized as a three-level NOT-AND-OR network. Naturally, if this network is ST, then its multi-level implementation is also ST.
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Case 1: A s/z fault on the line T™v prior to fan-out into T"” and may cause a bidirectional error T™v —* T^v and T?v —* T”” beyond the fan-out point. However, such a fault is tested by any Borden codeword X with exactly i (i — 1) Is on the bits from V if z = 0 (z = 1). This is because for any such X, the fault produces a single error which is propagated to the checker output as though there was a single error on the checker input.
Case 2: Consider a product p'(j,k} = Any fault of the type:(i) the input s/1 (output s/0) of an inverter; (ii) any s/0 fault of an AND gate; and (iii) the output s/0 fault of an OR gate fed by p'(j,k}, are all detected by any input X with ji < wa < j2 and kx < Wb < k2, e.g. any X € (j, k}. Any fault of the type: (i) the s/1 fault of the input line to an AND gate; and (ii) the s/1 fault on the output of an AND gate (input line to an OR gate) and the output s/1 fault of an OR gate, is detected by any input X with wa < Ji and ki < Wb < k2. Such a Borden codeword X is guaranteed to exist for any such fault as a result of modifying all basic products p(j, k} with untestable input s/1 faults and the assignment rules of the products p\j,k} to the functions y,. Similar reasoning applies to the faults 7^“/l, T^/l, and T^/l, as we^ as t° input s/0 (output s/1) faults of an inverter. □From Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 and the assumption that H2 is an STC for the 1/r code, we conclude that the circuit from Fig. 6.1 designed by Procedure 1 is an STC for Borden code.

6.5. General Functions of the Circuit HiHere we shall give the functions of the ST/CD translator Hi of a C(n, t) code into a 1/z code with the minimum possible z = 2 or 3. They have been derived by analyzing regular patterns seem in the modification maps, such as given in Figures 6.3 and 6.4-6.6. (Actually, a modification map is the most convenient tool for designing an STC for a Borden code C(n, t) with many n of practical importance.) The ST/CD translator into the 1/4 rather than 1/3 code can be obtained by splitting any (but exactly one) of three functions into a pair of subfunctions.Let Al, Bl, Clpar denote some elementary functions, where par € {odd,even}. The basic functions of an STC for the C(n,t) code for t even assume the preliminary forms:
yx = Al + Bl + Cleven 

y2 = Clodd 

2/3 = 0
(6-7)(6-8)(6-9)
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Table 6.2. Classification of some C(n,t) codes according to three cases of n considered

t Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

1 Any n — —

2 4, 5 6

12-14
18-20
24-26
30-32

7, 8
9-11 |

15-17
21-23
27-29

3 6, 7 8-10 | 11, 12

19, 20
27, 28
35, 36

13-15 16-18
24-26
32-34

21-23
29-31

4 8, 9 10-12

20-22
30-32

13, 14, 15, 16

17-19 23-26
27-29 33-36

5 10, 11 12-14 15-20

27-32 
39—44

21-23 24-26
33-35 36-38

6 12, 13 14-16

28-30
42-44

17-22, 23, 24

25-27 31-38
39-41 45-52

7 14, 15 16-18 19-28

35-44
51-60

29-31 32-34
45-47 48-50

8 16, 17 18-20

36-38
54-56

21-30, 31, 32

33-35 39-50
51-53 57-68

but for t odd — Bl should be moved from yi to yi-The functions (6.7)-(6.9) will be detailed and modified (when necessary) for three separate cases as exemplified in Table 6.2. The values of n in boxes indicate that a particular code can be translated directly to the 1/2 code.
Case 1: n = 2A;(t + l) — c, where: c E {1,2} if k = 1 and c € {1,2,3} if k > 1 The elementary functions are:

k
A1 = ST7(“+i)-rc/2TTi(“+i)-rc/2i+i j=i 

k

P=1

(6.10)
(6-11)
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Clpar
l<i<t 
i par

Figure 6.4. Modification map of the AND gates p(j,k) in the STC 
for the Borden codes C(n,2), n=e{9,10,ll}

k

ErTina rp^a
1 • 1 j(t+l)-fc/2]+l

>1

k

Erpnb
* (p-l)(t+l)+i

P=1

(6.12)
(6.13)

Note: Two special cases are included: (i) an STC for the parity code (t — 1 and any k) with Clpar = 0; and (ii) an STC for the t/2t code (A: = 1, c = 2, and any t) — as defined in [2].
Example 6.2. The modification map of an STC for the C(ll,2) code is shown 
in Fig. 6.J. The modification map for the C(10,2) code can be obtained by 
neglecting the rightmost column, and for the C(9,2) code — by neglecting both 
the rightmost column and the uppermost row and decrementing the row indices 
by one. Similar regular pattern of clusters repeats for any other n covered by 
Case 1. For clarity, any entry corresponding to (j, k) is denoted with an integer 
i G {1,2,3}, where i is an index of a function yt containing the product p'(j,k) 
corresponding to a cluster containing i. In this way, the CD and ST properties of 
the MN can be verified by inspection and the translator functions can be readily 
derived from the modification maps. □

Case 2: t > 2, n = 6 and n = 2k(t + 1) + c, where k > 1 and c G {0,1,2}The elementary functions are:
Al J(t+i)+L

k
:/2j—1 • rj(t+l)+[c/2j 

j=l

(6-14)
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Figure 6.5. Modification map of the AND gates p(j,k) in the STCs for the Borden codes: 
C(n,3), nG{8,9,10} (A); C(18,3) (B)

DI _  \ A rrinb rp^b- z>p(t+i) •7 p(*+i)+i p=i
(

/ k
I \ A rpna Tp^a
2^ j(<+l)+|c/2j-l-i ' 1 J(H-l)+|c/2j 

V=1
t par

\ rpTlf) rp^b I 1
2^Jp(t+i)-t+.‘Jp(t+i)+i
p-1 / /

(6.15)
(6.16)
(6-17)

The functions (6.7)-(6.9) must be extended as follows.1. Include ■T^b in y2.2. Include T^c^] * Tib- (a) in V3 — for C(6,2); or (b) in y2 (yi) — for n > 6 if t even (odd).3. If c = 2 and t even (odd) — include T^a • T^6 in y^ (y2) and T^a • T^_x in 
y? (z/i).4. If k > 1 — include 7j(t+i)+Lc/2j-i ’^jA+iI+Lc^J+i) in V3-

5. If k > 1 and c = 2 - include ' ^+1)4-2) ™ □
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Figures 6.5 (A) and (B) show the modification maps applicable for the translators: C(n, 3) —> 1/2 — for n E {8,9,10}, and C(n,3) —> 1/3 — for n G {16,17,18}, respectively.
Case 3: n = 2k(t+ l) + 2 + c, where: c G {—1,0} if t = 2, and 1 < c < 2(t —2) if t > 3The elementary functions are:

k

J=1
(6.18)

k
B1 = £Tp7t+i)+rc/2i-H 

P=1
(6.19)

Clpar

l<i<t 
i par

fc+1

J=1

k
\ A y^b
2^-tp(t+l)+rc/21+l-«
P=1

(6.20)
C2par — /

l<t<H-fc/21 
i par

k
\ A rpna rp^a
2^ 1 ‘ 1 j(t+l)+2+lc/2i-i

1. Include one of the functions C2even and C20dd that contains the term 
(^k(t+i)-d-i ■^fc(t+i)-d+i^'2+|’c/2]) in 2/2 and the other in yi.2. Move •T^^c/2j to y3, except when t even and k = 1 and c € {2t — 5,2t — 4}.3. He e {21-5,21-4}: (a) replace ■J7(‘1+i)+2+1c/2j) -T?with T^b\ and (b) move to y3 — if t odd and k = 1.4. If 1 < c < 2t - 6, move to y3: T^d • T? - if k = 1, or •T"(“+1)+2+Lc/2j).77fc-ifA:>l.

3=0

(6.21)
where d = 0 (1) if n even (odd). The functions (6.7)-(6.9) must be extended with
C2par as follows.
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Figure 6.6. Modification map of the AND gates p(j,k) in the STCs for the Borden codes: 
C(16,4) (A); C(19,5) (B)

7 |g |9 |10 |6 6| 0 | 1 I 2 |3

rsBiD ■atfI3BI0 □ □Bi
□ BD

IBM 2 I* □an1 aBBBDnaaaab
IBBB * 2H

I3BB 1, ■rabQBD ^EID
LQ» rasa 13

5 . If k > 1, move T%w} • f^^,) to □Figures 6.6(A) and 6.6(B) show the modification maps of the translators: C(16,4) —> 1/2 and C(19,5) —» 1/3, respectively.The ease of designing a multi-level MN in a systematic way, which may be necessary for large n, is evident from the regular form of the functions of the MN for the STC for the C(32,4) code:
Vi = ■ T^+T^ • T^-FT.!®6 • T^+T™ ■ T™+T™ • T™

। , J^®0 । jU6a , yj®0^r['^a . yj®a^ ^Tg®^ • | ^166 . J^®^

y2 = (T216“ • Tg6a+T716“ • T^+T^ ■ (t2166 • Tg66+T7166 • T^+T^ •। (ju.®a . Tg6a-|-T^®a • | Tifa • Tj6°) • Tg6^+Tg®^ • ®^ • Tjg^
. rplQb । jil6a , y^®^

* rplQb , ^i^®^ । yt6a . rplQb , yl®^ । yl6a , ^^®a . । y!6a , >pl®a , ^7166

6.6. Parameter Estimation and Comparison

The parameters of the STC for the C(n, t) code proposed here can he estimated by using the following formulae:
Ga(n,t) < Ga(T^n/2^ + Ga(T^) + (q + r) + Ga(l/r); (6.22)

In(n, t) < In(T^2i) + In(T^2^ + 5? + /n(l/r); (6.23)
L(n,t) = L(T^) + 2 + L(l/ry, (6.24)
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Table 6.3. Parameters of various STCs for some Borden codes C(n,t)

Code Gates Gate Inputs Levels
O(n, t) New [47] New [47] New H7] |

C(8,2) 27 54 59 114 5 8
0(16,2) 87 107 178 318 9 10
0(16,4) 91 324 199 > 2000 8 10
0(24,2) 182 168 370 524 15 10
0(24,4) 196 547 439 > 3000 14 10
0(32,2) 297 228 616 598 16 12
0(32,4) 303 > 707 630 > 4000 17 10
0(32,8) 283 7 608 7 12 7

where: Ga(Tl-n/2J)5 Ga(Tfn/21), etc., are the parameters of the threshold circuits T’Ln/2J, j-Tn/2]. anj Gafi/r), etc., are the parameters of the STC for the 1/r code. The latter are all equal to 0 for r = 2, whereas for r = 4 they are: Ga(l/4) = 8, /n(l/4) = 16, and Z(l/4) = 3. In (6.22) and (6.23), the complexity of the MN is loosely upper-bounded by q four-input AND gates and r OR gates with a total of q inputs (similarly to [47], we do not count inverters). However, its actual complexity is significantly lower, due to modifications of the basic products suggested to eliminate untestable s/1 faults, which reduce a total of inputs to the AND gates and the number of AND gates as well. For large n, further hardware reduction is possible by implementing the MN in a multi-level form, which is fairly easy due to regular structure of the MN functions (as it was shown for the C(32,4) code).The asymptotic complexity estimations of a cost-efficient STC built by using the circuits Tna and Tnb implemented as SNs are: Ga(n,t) = O(nlog2n), 
In(n, t) = O(nlog2n), and L^n,^ = O(log2n) (for exact parameters see Table 4.3 and formulae (4.4)-(4.6)).Now we shall compare the new STCs for Borden codes with existing designs [66], [47]. The least complex were claimed those from [47], but there are two reasons that this seems not be true for codes with t > 4, for which no comparisons were done. First, the complexity estimations of the checkers from [66] provided in [47] are not accurate, since significantly less complex STCs for the m/n codes from [137] were not taken into account. Secondly, the complexity of the checkers from [47] grows quickly with t. As there are no general formulae available to estimate the parameters of the checkers from [66], [47], we shall compare them for sample codes only.The new STCs are superior to those from [66] due to the following argument. The threshold circuits Tin/2J and tT”/2! contribute from 74% (for C(8,2)) to 89% (for C(32,8)) to the complexity of our checkers listed in Table 6.3. These circuits must also be used to implement an STC for the [n/2j/n code, which is 
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an integral part of any checker from [66]. However, the checkers from [66] also use STCs for many other m/n codes and some output circuitry which, as a whole, are significantly more complex than our MN and the STC for the 1/4 code. For instance, the least complex STC for the C(8,2) code from [66] can be built by using the optimal checkers: for the 4/8 code — from [143], and the STCs for the 1/8 and 7/8 codes using multi-level 3-pair 2-rail STCs. The Ga/In/L(8,2) count for this checker is 71/141/9 vs. 27/59/5 (plus five inverters) in our design.Compared to the checkers from [47], the design of our checkers is conceptually simpler: the major part (i.e. the circuits Tnv) is built using a simple cell, whereas the remaining part is naturally amenable for multi-level realization (the MN) and inherently simple (the STC for the 1/4 code — Fig. 5.1). On the other hand, the major part of the checkers from [47] is built using two types of complex modules designed to ensure that they are tested exhaustively during normal functioning. These are: (i) the weight subcounters built of AND gates with up to m inputs and OR gates with up to 2m-1 inputs; and (ii) the adders mod (t + 1) built of AND gates with up to 2m inputs and OR gates with up to 22m-1 inputs, where m = (log2(t + 1)]- These modules are relatively simple when realized using random logic for t = 2 and 3 only, as they require many gates with six and more inputs for t > 4 (when m > 3). The above criticism is confirmed by the figures given in Table 6.3, which indicate that the checkers from [47] could be less complex than our checkers for codes with large n (n > 30) and t = 2 and 3 only, due to the O(nlog2 n) growth of the complexity of the circuits y Ln/2J and 7^/21. Nevertheless, the gate input count in the checkers from [47] becomes excessive already for t = 4. Recall also that the modules used in the latter checkers use many multi-input gates with large fan-out which can be difficult to implement efficiently in some technologies, and that all input variables to any module are used both complemented and uncomplemented. Contrary, most part of our checker is built of 2-input gates of fan-out two, only a few OR gates in the MN may have fan-in problems, and only a few threshold variables are used both complemented and uncomplemented.In summary, the STC for Borden code C(n,t) presented in this section is general, as it covers the parity codes (t = 1), the unordered t/2t codes (n = 2t), and non-trivial Borden codes (1 < t < [n/2]). Despite hardware efficiency, the other advantage of these checkers, which makes them particularly attractive for VLSI implementation, is a highly regular modular structure, whose major part (from 74% to 89%) consists of identical cells composed of two-input gates with fan-out of two. It is worth to note that the complexity of the new STCs for any Borden code C(n, t) with a given n is only slightly higher than the complexity of the SN-based STC for the t/2t code presented in Section 5 (e.g. 13% more gates in case of the C(32,4) and 16/32 codes). This is an encouraging argument 
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for using a Borden code instead of a t/2t code of the same codeword length, when larger capacity of a unidirectional error code is needed. Also, the design concepts presented here can be extended to other, not necessarily SC, circuits having a similar structure composed of two or more threshold circuits. One example is an efficient residue modulo 3 generator proposed recently by the author [155].

7. ENCODERS AND STCs FOR SYSTEMATIC UEDCs

In this section both encoders and STCs for the following classes of systematic UEDCs will be subsequently presented: 1) optimal systematic unordered codes — Berger codes and modified Berger codes; 2) t-UEDCs — Bose-Lin codes and Jha-Vora codes; and 3) BUEDCs by Blaum. Since an STC for any systematic UEDC considered here can be realized as a normal checker by using an encoder for that code (see Fig. 3.1), for readers’ convenience, not only STCs but also the encoders will be presented. Every circuit considered here can be designed on the basis of the counters of Is presented in Section 4. Therefore two versions of encoders and STCs will be given for most codes: one derived from a parallel counter and the other using the Tn circuit. A critical survey of the STCs (and encoders) for each of the above classes of systematic UEDCs will be given in the appropriate subsection.
7.1. STCs for Optimal Systematic Unordered Codes (OSUCs)

7.1.1. Encoders for Berger CodesAny (Z; K) counter of Is with complemented outputs can be used as an encoder for a Berger code C^^)- Thus, either counter of Is discussed in Section 4 applies: (i) the parallel (Z; K} counter followed by a bank of K inverters; and (ii) the T”-based counter of Is with a NOT-AND-OR circuit modified, in such a way that the inverters are not needed (as shown by the following example).
Example 7.1. Design of an encoder for the code.
One version is a parallel counter of Is from Fig. J.l. The other is designed 
similarly as the T9-based counter of Is, also given in Section 4- The encoder 
specification is provided by the first two columns of Table 4-5 and its functions 
are:

s3 = Ts
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= t:+t89

Si = T^ + T^Tl + T^

so = Tl + T^^ + Tl-Tl + Tl-T^ + Tl-T99 □Clearly, the functions of the encoder for a Berger code are dual to the functions of the counter of Is (here it is used as an encoder with complemented outputs) given previously: they can be easily derived by: (i) swapping the OR and AND operators, and (ii) swapping inverters by changing T? to T? and T? to T?, in the functions of the counter of Is. As a result, any Tn-based encoder with complemented outputs does not need to use explicitly the bank of K output inverters. Note that also in this case, only the threshold functions Tf with even i occur both in the complemented and uncomplemented form.
7.1.2. STCs for Berger Codes with I 2K-1The STCs for Berger and equivalent codes (for which the generic term optimal 

systematic unordered codes (OSUCs) will be used throughout this section) were proposed in [5], [6], [90], [99], [141], [143], [151], and [166]. The schemes from [6], [90], [99], and [143] are realized as normal checkers. On the other hand, the other checkers apply to some I only, namely: [5] — I = 2K - 1, [141] — 
I € {2^ — 2, 2K — 1}, and [151] — most I, except those I which are only slightly larger than 2^-1. The latter schemes do not distinguish between information and check bits and realize some functions defined on all input bits, so that all the circuitry can be implemented as IF. The checkers from [6] and [99] employ some non-optimal counters of Is built of FAs and HAs. In [90] a special design of a counter of Is is proposed. It has I + 1 inputs, since it operates on I information bits extended by the most significant check bit, and is built of a number of cellular symmetric function circuits followed by an MN. An STC for Berger codes proposed by us in [143] is the first STC for any systematic UEDC that is built using a Tn circuit. Here, we shall concentrate on the two most efficient designs: Tn-based and those using parallel counters.Having available various counters of Is, an STC for any Berger code with 
I 2^-1 can be easily realized as a normal checker from Fig. 3.1. This is not the case of an STC for a Berger code with I = 2^-1 that requires special consideration. Although an STC for this code was recently proposed in [166], a circuit is significantly more complex than the one described below for an equivalent code.

7.1.3. STCs for Modified Berger Codes with I = 2K-1The codes that have an information part length I being a power of 2 are of primary importance in practical applications. The STC for a Berger code
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Modified Berger 

Code
'*2....... xx-i>—7^7

{so , Sj , . . . , ----^4—
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1-out-of-2 
CodeEncoder for

C a-l.K-1) with
Complemented 

Outputs

Figure 7.1. STC for a modified Berger code C(i,k) with I=2K 1 bits

with I = 2^-1 cannot be implemented as a 2-output normal checker. This is because the combinational A-pair 2-rail STC (the block Ni), which is tested for all s/z faults and has only one codeword for which the bit sk-i is 0, is not known. However, an STC can be designed for a modified Berger code with 
I = 2^-1 defined in [5], as we have shown in [141] and [143].The modified Berger code can be represented as= X Ci/2> (7-1)where P = I—1 — 2K — 1 and K' = K - 1. The code is formed by concatenating the MLB code with the 1/2 code. The 1/2 codewords are formed by the least significant information bit x0 and the most significant check bit sk-i- The remaining 1+K — 2 bits {x/_i,... ,X2,xi,sk-2, • • ->5o} constitute the words of the MLB code . An encoder for the code consists of any encoder for the MLB code and an inverter to generate the mostsignificant check bit s^-i = io- Thus, the complexity of the encoder is virtually the same as for the MLB code, since not I but only I — 1 bits contribute to its complexity. Its version using a parallel counter is extremely efficient, since any MLB code employs a saturated parallel counter of Is. (Recall that a parallel counter is known to be at its best with respect to all parameters when it is saturated.)The structure of the STC for the c°de given in Fig. 7.1. Obviously, either version of the encoder with complemented outputs described above can be used. Since the A-pair 2-rail STC receives all 2^ 2-rail codewords, it can be implemented in any version (including 2-level).The principal advantage of the above modified Berger code is that it allows us to design an STC which is extremely cost-efficient—an STC for the code is only slightly more complex than an STC for the MLB code, as it 
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requires just one extra module of the 2-pair 2-rail STC. As for the encoder for the code—it consists of any counter of Is on the bits {z/_2,... ,xi,xq}and an inverter that produces sk-i = xq. More details about this checker can be found in [141].

7.1.4. Minimal Test Set for an STC for Berger CodesThe minimal test set T(C(/tK)) for an STC for the Berger code with I /2K, formed by selecting a subset of codewords of is generated in the following way.1. Derive Tmt-n(Z; K), the minimal test set for the J-input counter of Is, which must be complete for the T^-based counter of Is.2. Derive T(C(/ik’)) on the basis of Tmtn(Z; A) by concatenating each vector 
Jx in Tmi-n(Z; K) with the suitable check part Px of the Berger code C^x)-Obviously, | T(C(Ak))| > max{|Tmin(Z; A)|,|Tmin(C2r|)}, i.e. the testability of any STC for the Berger code directly depends on the testability of both a counter of Is used and an STC for an incomplete A-pair 2-rail code C2r. The above procedure of generating Tm,n(Z; K) applies to an STC using any implementation of the counter of Is. Assuming temporarily that |Tmtn(Z; A)| > | |TTO,n(C2r)|, which is justified, since many easily-testable STCs for any incomplete 2-rail code used here are known (see Subs. 3.3), we can concentrate on the size of Tm,-n(Z; K}. In particular, if an STC employs the optimal parallel counter, then <

8K, but it is a very loose upper-bound since in reality is close to 8(see Section 4). If an STC employs an encoder with complemented outputs using 
Tn realized as an SN, then ^(C^^)! = n + [n/2]. However, it should not be forgotten that the outputs produced by the circuit Ni for vectors from T(C{i,k)) should sufficiently exercise the circuit Ni — the checker for the A-pair 2-rail code. We have shown in Subs. 3.3 that the largest 2-rail module used for 7V2 must not have more than K* pairs of inputs, where 2K* < |Tmin(Z; A)|.The minimal test set T(C(/i^-)) for an STC for the modified Berger code with 
I = 2k is formed in a similar way, except that it is generated on the basis of the Tmin(Z — 1; K — 1), and hence its capacity depends on |Tmtn(Z — 1; K — 1)|.

7.1.5. Parameter Estimation and ComparisonHere we shall compare various realizations of the STCs for some Berger codes with I 2^-1 and modified Berger codes with I = 2^-1. The new checkers employing two versions of counters of Is described in Section 4 will be compared against other existing designs. The figures collected in Table 7.1 characterize the
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Table 7.1. Paramaters of various STCs for Berger codes

Code Gates Levels
I New [99] [90] New [99] t [90]

6 45 52 36 12 13 9
7 53 58 48 11 11 9
8 59 72 52 11 19(H) 11

14 144 142 155 17 19 11
15 156 150 160 15 17 11
16 162 166 164 15 25(17) 13
31 435 346 574 20 23 13
32 441 356 585 20 31(29) 13
64 1185 834 >1600 26 37(29) 17

f 954 26

t This version of the STC uses the optimal 63-input SN by Van Voorhis [205] 
t In parentheses we give the number of levels in the STC using the optimal parallel 

counter, provided that it is smaller than in [99]

following implementations of the STCs. Every circuit is a normal checker which employs the fastest 2-rail checker that is allowed: (i) 2-level — in the checkers from [99] and presented here for I € {2K — 1,2^-1}, and in the checkers from [90] for I = 2K - 1 only; and (ii) 4-level from Fig. 3.2 — in all other cases. The checkers from [99] are built of an easily-testable parallel counter (also proposed in [99]) composed by I — K FAs in 2K — 3 stages (note that delay estimations given for this checker in [90] are incorrect). The checkers from [99], besides being the slowest, have also the disadvantage of having four outputs for I = 2^-1, unlike any other checker. As for the checkers presented here, one version which employs the optimal parallel counter, differs from a similar circuit from [99] in the number of FA stages for some codes (see delay figures given in parentheses). The other T^-based version is built of the optimal SN followed by I inverters, I 2-input AND gates, and K OR gates with a total of about I + K inputs. The complexity figures of all checkers using parallel counters were derived assuming that an FA is built of 12 gates in three levels and by ignoring a small number of HAs.The checkers using the optimal parallel counters suggested here are asymptotically the least complex — 0(1) gates and gate inputs, and the fastest — O(logZ) gate levels, but these advantages materialize for very large I. The Tn-based checker can be the best choice when high speed achieved at a reasonable cost is of primary importance and I is not too large (say, I < 64). The other advantages enjoyed by both the T^-based encoder and the STC for Berger code, important for VLSI implementation, are: (i) the design and the minimal test generation are
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Figure 7.2. General structure of various Tn-based circuitry 
supporting the use of systematic UEDCsstraightforward (it will be seen later that this is true for any systematic UEDC); (ii) regular structure — the circuit Tn is entirely built using simple cells of one type and only some of K OR gates have more than two inputs; (iii) speed; and (iv) high testability.

7.2. STCs for Systematic /-UEDCs

Here we shall consider the encoders and STCs for the best known t-UEDCs which are the least redundant—two classes of Bose-Lin codes [17], and those which for some K are capable of detecting u-errors of the largest multiplicity 
t—the Jha-Vora codes [71]. (For more details on these codes, refer to Subsection 2.4.1.) This and remaining subsections present extentions of our earlier results from [144].

7.2.1. Encoders for Bose-Lin CodesAn encoder for Code 1 is built of: (i) a mod 2K counter of Os — when 
K G {2,3}; and (ii) a mod 2^-1 counter of Os and one inverter — when K > 4.An encoder for Code 2 is conceptually more complex than for Code 1, since it requires a mod 3 • 2K-3 counter of Os and a 3-input 4-output translator of the three MSBs from the counter. No particular hardware implementation of the encoder for Code 2 has been given either in [17] or [68]. Naturally, the design of an STC for Code 2 has also not been given in the literature yet.The Bose-Lin codes use mod A counters of Os as basic modules, A G {2K, 2K-1, 3.2^-3}. Any counter of Os can be implemented with a counter of Is whose inputs are complemented, and therefore we shall explicitly consider only the mod A counters of Is. On the other hand, as we have already pointed out in Subsection 4.2, for the Tn-based realizations, by their nature, the form of inputs is immaterial, i.e. they employ the same structure from Fig. 7.2, no matter whether Is or Os are counted.Here we shall propose two schemes of encoding circuitry, conceptually similar to those proposed for the Berger codes: one using a modified optimal parallel
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(Z; q) counter, and the other using the Z-input threshold circuit Tn. By using the same argument as given in Section 4, either scheme will be shown more efficient both in hardware and speed than either scheme from [17] or [68]
A. Mod 2k Parallel Counters of IsThe first realization of the Z-input mod 2K parallel counter of Is was given along with the construction of the Bose-Lin t-UEDCs [17]. It is designed as a tree-type circuit which contains i-bit ripple-carry adders at level i, where i G {1,2,..., K - 1}, and A"-bit ripple-carry adders with ignored carry of weight 2K in the remaining v levels. A scheme is therefore built using three types of modules: FAs, HAs, and 2-input XOR gates, which total for more than I modules. It introduces the delay equal [1 -j- (2 — |) + (3 — |)+ • • • + (K — 1 — |) + (K — |)v] • △ which simplifies to [|ZT2 — K + (K — |)v] • A. (Here we assume that the maximal delay △—introduced by two XOR gates of an FA—is equivalent to four gate levels; consequently, the delay of an HA or a 2-input XOR gate equals |A.) An improved design was given recently by Jha [68], who modified the parallel counter of Is from [99]. He showed that it requires 8K tests for K € {2,3} and 8(K — 1) tests for K > 4.A new mod 2K parallel counter of Is can be easily derived from the parallel (n; q) counter given in [76]. It is also built using FAs and HAs, as well as some XOR gates, i.e. it uses the same modules as the mod 2K parallel counters from [17] and [68]. The design is explained through the following example.
Example 7.2. The scheme of the new 8-input mod 4 parallel counter of Is is 
given in Fig. 7.3. The same shorthand notation that we have used for ordinary 
parallel counters is employed. The part of the mod 2K parallel counter that oper
ates on the inputs of weight w < 2^-1 (i.e. from the columns Gj, 0 < j < K — 1/ 
uses only FAs and HAs. The only modification is that the inputs of weight 2^-1 
(i.e. from the column Gk-i) are handled by XOR gates only. This is because the 
carries that could be generated by FAs and HAs with inputs of weight 2K~X can 
be ignored in the mod 2K counter.

The above circuit is built of three FAs, one HA, and three 2-input XOR gates 
and introduces the delay of 2.5A. All the necessary data on the minimal test set 
that we derived for this counter are included in Fig. 7.3(A). (Note also that for 
this test set, all four combinations occur at the output of the encoder, and hence, 
when it is used to build an STC, the 2-rail checker is fully tested as well.) Table 
7.2 which compares two existing schemes of the 8-input mod 2K parallel counter 
with the one given above, clearly shows the superiority of the latter, primarily 
with respect to the delay and the test set size. □
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(B)

Figure 7.3. New 8-input mod 4 parallel counter of Is: 
Logic scheme (A); Shorthand notation (B)

Gi Go
— 8
— HA FA FA
3 3

XOR XOR FA
2 1

XOR —
1 1

Table 7.2. Paramaters of various 8-input mod 4 parallel counters

Version FAs HAs XORs Stages [△] Tests
[17] — 7 6 3.5 7

[68] 3 1 3 3.5 16
New 3 1 3 2.5 8

Table 7.3. Paramaters of various 24-input mod 8 parallel counters

Version FAs HAs XORs Stages [A] Tests
[17] 15 7 6 7.5 7

[68] 15 4 5 6 24

New 16 2 5 4.5 10

Table 7.3 shows similar improvements of the new design for the 24-input mod 8 counter of Is (shown in Fig. 7.4). (The minimal test set for the mod 2K counter of Is was given neither in [17] nor in [15].)A general systematic method of generating the minimal test set for a mod 2^ parallel counter of Is is a complex open problem because, as it was pointed out, the parallel counters using CSAs are not unique. Nevertheless, it can be
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Figure 7.4. New 24-input mod 8 parallel counter of Is

G2 Gi Go
— — 24
— — 8 FAs
— 8 8
— FA FA HA FA FA HA
3 6 3

XOR XOR FA FA FA
3 3 1

XOR XOR FA —
3 1 1

XOR — —
1 1 1

shown, by using the argument similar to the one given in Section 4 for ordinary parallel counters, that the upper-bound on the test set size for the new counter is the same as derived by Jha [68] for his design, i.e. < 8K — for K € {2,3}, and 8(K — 1) — for K > 4.The overall number of modules (FAs, HAs, and 2-input XOR gates) used in the new Z-input mod 2K parallel counter of Is equals Z — 1: the reduction from Z to K bits is done with a total of I — K FAs and 2-input XORs, whereas at most 
K — 1 HAs can be needed to improve the distribution of bits of various weight, at a given stage of computation. This figure is useful while evaluating hardware savings in encoders (and STCs) for Bose-Lin codes compared to the same circuits for Berger codes with the same Z.

Figure 7.5. Internal structure of the mod 3-2A“3 parallel counter of Is

B. Parallel mod 3 • 2K 3 Counter of IsTo date, no particular realization of a mod 3 • 2A-3 counter of Is has been proposed. The general scheme of a mod 3 • 2^-3 parallel counter of Is is shown in Fig. 7.5. The parallel counter of Is has K = [log2(Z + 1)] outputs qi, 0 < i <
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Table 7.4. Encoding table of the 8-bit 2-UED Bose-Lin code

K—1. No general functions have been found for a modifier that generates the mod 3 • 2K-3 output, except for qi = Z{ for 0 < i < K - 5. The following minimized general functions of the converter to the 2/4 code were derived assuming that (000) is encoded as (0011), (001) as (0101), etc., in the increasing order:SK-l = QK-2 + qK-3QK-4

$K-2 = VK-3 ffi QK-4

SK-3 = VK-3

$K-4 = iK-3 ® iK-4The parallel counter of Is is tested exhaustively during normal functioning. The converter to the 2/4 code is tested for all s/z faults by six combinations used, provided that (110) and (111) are treated as don’t cares. We conjecture that the minimized modifier can be tested for all s/z faults, except the case when I = 2P (the most important for practical applications). This is because for I = 2P there is only one combination — (100...0) — which has 1 on the MSB of the output produced by the parallel counter of Is. As a result, this encoder cannot be used to build an STC for any Bose-Lin Code 2 with I = 2P.
C. Tn-Based Encoder for Any Bose-Lin CodeA Tn-based encoder and a complemented check bits generator can be easily built for either of two Bose-Lin codes. Both circuits are conceptually similar and use the same structure as for Berger codes (see Fig. 7.2).
Example 7.3. Design the encoder for the 2-UED Bose-Lin code, i.e. the 8-input 
mod 4 counter of Is, by using the circuit T8. The encoding is given in Table 7.^. 
Assume that the 8-input threshold circuit T8 is available (see the logic scheme in
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Table 7.5. Encodings of the t-UED Bose-Lin Code 2 with K=5 (Encoding 1) 

and burst 3-UED Blaum code for K=3 (Encoding 2)

Fig. 4-5). The functions of the NOT-AND-OR circuit are the following:

S1 = t*-t8 + tI-tI

s0 = t^-t^ + t^t^ + tI-t^ + t^-t^.

The circuit is built of 50 gates with a total of 98 inputs and requires 12 tests. 
It compares favorably to three alternative implementations whose parameters are 
listed in Table 7.2: it is faster (9 gate levels) than the circuit from [68] (If gate 
levels), and slightly faster than our mod 4 parallel counter of Is (10 gate levels). 
It is slightly more complex than our parallel counter: it uses 50 vs. 43 gates. □Example 7.4. Design the Tn-based encoder for the Bose-Lin Code 2 for some 
I > 16 and K = 5.

Encoding 1 in Table 7.5 shows the check part encoding of the t-UED Bose-Lin 
Code 2 with K = 5 for the inputs of weight 0 < w < 12 only, as for w = 12 
the sequence of 12 different check parts repeats. The functions of the Tn-based 
encoder can be easily generated by inspection of Table 7.5. For instance, the 
functions S4 and S3 are:

s4 = Te + Th • • • •S3 = T2 + Tq • Tl0 + T]2 • .... □

Note: A Tn-based encoder seems suitable for smaller I, but its competitiveness with, a parallel counter version (in terms of complexity) increases with K (a Berger code is an extreme case). This is because for larger I (I > 16) the complexity
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Figure 7.6. Special STC for Bose-Lin t-UED Code 2of Tn circuits grows faster than of the mod A parallel counter wherein all FAs operating on the MSBs are replaced with XOR gates.
7.2.2. STCs for Bose-Lin CodesThe design of an STC for Bose-Lin Code 1 has been considered only by Jha [68] and by us [144]. In [68], it was the normal checker as in Fig. 3.1, wherein an encoder with complemented outputs consists of a mod 2K parallel counter preceded and followed by I and K inverters, respectively. A mod 2K parallel counter was built by modifying the parallel counter from [99] and it was shown that the resulting checker requires at most 8K — 4 codeword tests (we gave some details in Section 4). However, no particular STC has been given in the literature for the Bose-Lin Code 2 [17].With the new encoders described above, two efficient realizations of an STC for the Bose-Lin Code 1 can be designed fairly easy now. They only differ in the circuitry used to implement the encoder with complemented outputs:

(i) An improved mod 2K parallel counter preceded and followed by I and K inverters, respectively; and
(ii) Direct Tn-based implementation, as in Fig. 7.2, which does not use inverters neither on its inputs nor on its outputs.The minimal test set for an STC realized using any of the two circuits is derived on the basis of the minimal test set for the encoder with complemented outputs in the same way as for an STC for the Berger code.Basically, for any code a normal checker from Fig. 3.1 can be designed. In particular, a complemented check bits generator can be designed as an encoder followed by a bank of K inverters, whereas with the Tn circuit a direct implementation is feasible. An encoder of the structure from Fig. 4.1 or Fig. 7.3, designed by using any method proposed here, can be used. However, for Bose-Lin Code 2
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Table 7.6. Encoding table of the Jha-Vora code with 1=18

Weight 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Check Part 1111 1110 1101 1100 1011 1010 1001 0111 0110 0101

Weight 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
Check Part 0011 1100 0100 1010 0010 1001 1000 0001 0000which employs a very special encoding scheme and for which no particular STC has been given in the existing literature, we propose a special STC, shown in Fig. 7.6. The use of two STCs for the 2/4 code results in slightly better performance than that of the normal checker. Code-disjointness of the above circuit follows from the fact that no u-error can transform one 2/4 codeword into another 2/4 codeword.

7.2.3. Encoder and STC for Jha-Vora CodesAn encoder for the Jha-Vora code proposed in [71] consists of the counter of Os followed by a modifier circuit implemented with a PLA or a ROM. An important disadvantage of any Jha-Vora code is that its check part, in general, does not use all 2k combinations. As a result, in most cases, a checker using such a circuit is not ST for all faults, since a PLA as well as a ROM must be tested exhaustively. And, indeed, no STC for the Jha-Vora code has been given in the literature yet.Here we will consider the Jha-Vora code with I = 18 to show that the design of an encoder and an STC for this class of codes is straightforward as the Tn-based circuit.
Example 7.5. Design an encoder for the Jha-Vora code with I = 18.
The check bits assignment is shown in Table 7.6. The encoder implements the 
functions:

S3 = T™ + T™-T™ + T™-T™^*2 = T? + T™-T™ + T™-T™

51 = T^T™-T™ + T™-T™+^

s0 =The functions of the complemented check bits generator needed to implement the STC are dual to the functions of the encoder (such as those given in Ex. 7.5) and can be derived from them by using the method described in Section 4. The proof that a normal checker for the Jha-Vora code built by using the above circuit is ST is similar to the argument given earlier in Subs. 7.1. It can be shown that the STC for Jha-Vora code with I = 18, designed similarly as in Ex. 7.5, is completely tested by applying 27 selected codewords.
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Figure 7.7. General structure of an encoder for the BUEDCs, using a parallel counter

7.3. STC for BUED CodesThe STCs for BUED codes by Bose [15] and Blaum [12] have been given in [15], [68], and [144]. All of them are conceptually similar to the STCs for systematic t-UEDCs already presented in Subs. 7.2. Here we shall briefly present the least complex and the fastest designs proposed by us in [144].For the Bose and Blaum BUEDCs (see Subs. 2.4.2) the two approaches can be used to build encoders and STCs. One employs the scheme from Fig. 7.7, i.e. the encoder is built of a mod 2K parallel counter of Is (the same as used for the Bose-Lin codes) and the NOT-AND-OR circuit, which is the same in Blaum’s and our design. The latter circuit, in general, requires all 2K (up-to-A)-input AND gates which feed K OR gates. Since the logic minimization allows us to decrease the total number of inputs to the AND gates only, its PLA or ROM implementation is feasible. However, the PLA- or ROM-based encoder cannot be used to build an STC, since it may not be ST for faults specific for PLAs and ROMs.The 7'n-based encoder for the Blaum code uses the structure from Fig. 7.2 and is designed in the same way as for other UEDCs already presented in this section. The complexity of the AND-OR part of the encoder for the Blaum BUEDC with a given K can be found in the following way. The exact number of AND gates, AND(K), derived from Tables I-IV in [12] for I — 2K is: AN = 4, 
AND^) = 14, AND(5) = 34, and ANDES') = 75. Clearly, the number of AND gates grows almost linearly with I for any K of practical importance. The total number of inputs to K OR gates equals AND(K) + K. An STC for any BUEDC can be built as a normal checker by using any scheme of an encoder.

8. CONCLUSIONSTwo principal problems in the design of fault-tolerant computers can be solved at a reasonable cost by using error detecting codes (EDCs) and implementing circuits as self-checking:
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1. How to protect a computer system against undetected errors caused by internal faults which have predominantly temporary character (over 90% of all faults)?2. How to reduce the amount of hardcore in a digital system to the minimum?Since the assumption of single error occurrence may not be valid for certain types of digital circuits (e.g. using shared logic) or/and internal failures (e.g. in a power supply line), the means for detection of multiple errors may be needed. Unidirectional errors represent a well defined class of multiple errors which have been observed as the result of many failures of VLSI circuits. Reliable operation of a checker, i.e. a circuit that monitors whether the data produced by a functional circuit represent codewords of some EDC, can be ensured even in the presence of internal failures in it, by implementing it as self-testing.There exists a large body of literature presenting several design methods for self-testing checkers (STCs) for various classes of unidirectional EDCs (UEDCs). Despite many similarities shared by different UEDCs, the state-of-the-art in the field of designing the STCs for these codes can be seen as a collection of ad hoc methods rather than a coherent uniform theory. We have noticed that the performance of the STCs designed by using some of these methods could have been improved for many codes, provided that the best available basic building blocks were known to the designers. Moreover, there have been some classes of UEDCs for which the STCs have not been known to date.This monograph is an attempt to present the systematic approach to designing cost-effective and fast STCs for the most important known classes of UEDCs. We have concentrated on the design methods which generate circuits which are suitable for VLSI implementation.In Section 2 we have given the systematic presentation of the basic properties of EDCs with the emphasis on the concepts and applications of UEDCs. In particular, we have observed that we can take advantage of the fact that, for all UEDCs considered, checking the weight of a binary vector (i.e. the number of Is in it) is the starting point for determining whether it is a codeword of some UEDC.In Section 3 we have provided the theoretical background for designing a wide spectrum of self-checking circuits, including self-checking functional circuits. However, the emphasis is on the properties of STCs which are the main topic of this monograph. To allow for quantitative evaluation and comparison of alternative realizations of an STC for the same code, the STCs will be characterized by the numbers of gates, gate inputs, levels, and tests.In Section 4 we have surveyed existing realizations of circuits that can be used to determine the weight of a binary vector in the most efficient way. Two 
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conceptually different classes of circuits have been distinguished:1. Parallel counters, which can be entirely built of full- and half-adders and operate in predominantly carry-save mode; and2. Multi-output threshold circuits Tn with all inputs of weight 1, which can be implemented in the most efficient way as a special case of sorting networks (SNs) using simple cells composed of a pair of 2-input AND and OR gates.Although parallel counters and circuits Tn have been studied extensively for many years, the most efficient designs have been unknown to the researchers working on fault-tolerant hardware. On one hand, most results on parallel counters appeared in the works on arithmetic circuits, in particular, multipliers. We have shown that some parallel counters are not only faster (at no cost) than commonly used circuits from [99], but also that they require only slightly more than eight tests. On the other hand, the most efficient results on multi-output threshold circuits 
Tn appeared in the literature on SNs, with applications in computer algorithms rather than logic design. Only recently the author observed the above and proved that the circuits Tn implemented as SNs, besides uniform cellular structure and superb hardware and speed performance, also require the minimal number of tests which is about 3n/2.In Section 5 we have presented the most efficient schemes of STCs for those 
m/n codes which have the best potential for practical applications. These include the most frequently used optimal unordered codes, i.e., the m/2m and m/(2m+l) codes, as well as the 2/n and 1/n codes. The STCs for the m/2m and m/(2m+l) codes are built using circuits Tn only. This is because the only known STC for m/2m codes built using parallel counters proved more complex and slower than its Tn-based counterpart for any m of practical value. In fact, both the cost- effective and the high-speed version of an STC for the m/2m and m/(2m + 1) codes proposed here is the least complex and requires the fewest number of tests compared to any other similar design. The STCs for 2/n codes given here are designed by proper partitioning of the elementary threshold funtion T^, whereas the STCs for 1/n codes are built using the translator of the 1/n code to some 
2/n' code and the STC for the 2/n' code. The number of gate inputs in the new STC for the 1/n codes grows linearly as O(2n) compared to at least O(4n) in all other designs.In Section 6 we have proposed the design method of the STCs for Borden codes, which are the optimal t-UEDCs. We have shown that a checker for any Borden code can be built using a pair of circuits Tn, based on logic functions derived here. This is unlike most existing Borden code checkers which are not only conceptually complex, but also significantly more costly in terms of the 
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amount of hardware and delay. Similarly to most STCs for nonsystematic m/n codes, an STC using parallel counters is available for only a few Borden codes, mainly due to excessive complexity and design difficulties.In Section 7 we have presented the new design methods of both encoders and STCs for various systematic UEDCs. Since any UEDC uses a check part generated on the basis of the weight of an information part, an efficient counter of Is (or Os) is the central element used to build an encoder or an STC for any of these codes. For all codes considered; i.e. unordered Berger and equivalent codes (which are all-UEDCs), t-UEDCs, and burst-UEDCs, two versions of both an encoder and an STC have been presented. These two versions — one employing a parallel counter and the other a Tn-based circuit — are in a sense complementary, as for smaller n the Tn-based circuits are generally more efficient than those built of parallel counters. It is worth to point out that the design of any Tn- based encoder and an STC, suggested here, is extremely easy for any UEDC. In particular, we have managed to design the STCs for t-UED codes: Code 2 by Bose and Lin [17] and all the codes by Jha and Vora [71], for which no implementation of an STC has been known before. All new checkers proved to be faster, less complex, and easier to test than similar circuitry which has been built on the basis of a commonly used easily-testable parallel counter composed of a number of ripple-carry adders.The results presented in this monograph show that very cost-effective and fast STCs for all UEDCs considered and encoders for systematic UEDCs can be built. The author hopes that they will help in using UEDCs in digital systems more often, as the amount of hardware overhead required for concurrent error detection can be significantly reduced if the circuitry presented here is used. Also, the design methods presented here prove that realization of STCs and encoders for UEDCs is not such a difficult design task anymore. The practical importance of these results is also linked to the growing awareness that using self-checking circuits is becoming mandatory even in general-purpose computers.All circuits presented here have many advantages which make their VLSI implementation feasible, such as: (1) a highly regular structure, (2) a relatively small delay compared to other similar circuits; and (3) easy testability with a minimal test set which is easy to find. Not less important advantage of the approaches presented here is straightforward design, no matter how complex the algorithm of generating the check bits is, provided that the check bits are derived on the basis of weight of the remaining part of a codeword (which is the case of all known UEDCs). Obviously, the design concepts presented here can be extended to design an encoding/decoding circuitry for any existing or future UEDC and d- EC/UEDC in which the check bits are a function of the weight of the information part.
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The major problems requiring future research and related to this monograph, that still remain open, include the analysis of the suitability of the presented alternative designs for particular VLSI technologies, such as CMOS, by taking into account stringent fan-in and fan-out limitations, the feasibility of using complex gates, and an extended, perhaps more accurate, fault model which includes e.g. delay faults. Another issue is the design of encoding/decoding circuitry for numerous classes of codes which combine unidirectional or asymmetric error detection with correction of symmetric errors. This is because the efficiency of these codes strongly depends on the speed and complexity of encoders and decoders and because encoding/decoding algorithms described by simple formulas and procedures do not necessarily transfer into equally efficient hardware. Not less important are more specific topics related to extending our earlier work [148] on finding the minimal test sets for the optimal but highly irregular SNs by Van Voorhis [205], as well as finding minimal test sets for non-saturated optimal parallel counters and their derivatives. Finally, the methods for systematic design of totally self-checking functional circuits, protected by various UEDCs other than already used unordered codes (which are potentially cheaper to implement) are needed. Their future developments should be supported by a thorough analysis of their suitability and potential hardware cost efficiency compared to similar circuits protected by using unordered and other EDCs. Obviously, the ultimate goal of this and future research on the topics presented here is how to design a totally self-checking yet cost-efficient computer system. Its feasibility will strongly depend on future development of automatic design, optimization, and verification tools to support self-checking design of complex digital modules.
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SYNTEZA SAMOTESTOWALNYCH UKLADOW KONTROLNYCH 
DLA KODOW WYKRYWAJACYCH BLEDY JEDNOKIERUNKOWE

Cyfrowe uklady samosprawdzalne, w ktorych wejscia, wyjscia i stany wewn?trzne s$ 
kodowane kodami wykrywaj§,cymi bl§dy, pozwalaj^ na detekcj? w czasie rzeczywistym 
uszkodzen wewngtrznych trwalych i przemijaj§cych. Od wielu lat obserwowano, ze wiele 
klas uszkodzen wyst?puj§.cych w cyfrowych ukladach scalonych wielkiej skali integracji 
(VLSI), systemach pami?ci polprzewodnikowej RAM i na dyskach optycznych, powoduje 
wyst^powanie bl§dow jednokierunkowych. W monografii przedstawiono ogolne podejscie 
do syntezy ukladow cyfrowych umozliwiaj^cych uzycie kodow wykrywaj^cych bl§dy jed- 
nokierunkowe (UEDC) w systemach toleruj§cych uszkodzenia. Podano metody syn
tezy samotestowalnych ukladow kontrolnych (STC) dla niesystematycznych UEDC, a 
dla systematycznych UEDC, zarowno koderow jak i STC, charakteryzuj§cych si? mal^ 
zlozonosci^ i duz^ szybkoscig, dzialania. Rozpatrywane klasy kodow obejmujg.: 1) kody 
niesystematyczne — kody stalowagowe (m z n) i kody Bordena; oraz 2) kody systematy- 
czne — kody Bergera i kody im rownowazne, kody wykrywaj§ce t bl§dow jednokierunk
owych i kody wykrywaj^ce wi^zki bl?dow jednokierunkowych. Pokazano, ze kodery i STC 
dla dowolnego z wymienionych kodow mozna zbudowac stosuj^c wielowyjsciowy uklad 
progowy zrealizowany jako szczegolny przypadek sieci sortuj§cej. Alternatywna metoda, 
polegaj^ca na wykorzystaniu tzw. licznika rownoleglego, skladaj§cego si? wyl§.cznie 
z sumatorow pelnych, polsumatorow i bramek XOR, nadaje si? do syntezy STC dla 
wi?kszosci z tych kodow. Wszystkie prezentowane STC maj? zdolnosc biez§cej detekcji 
(tj. w czasie normalnej pracy ukladu) wszystkich pojedynczych uszkodzen wewn?trznych 
typu sklejenie oraz duzej liczby uszkodzen wielokrotnych. Prezentpwane uklady charak- 
teryzujg, si? malg. zlozonosci?., duz? szybkosci?. dzialania i s? latwo testowalne. Ponadto 
maj^ one regularn^ struktur? zlozong. z bramek o malej liczbie wejsc, co pozwala na 
ich latw§ implementacj? w powszechnie stosowanych technologiach realizacji ukladow 
scalonych VLSI.
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